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We

15

open up in the Van der Veen

block, formerly occupied
Bertsch,

when

by

the

laid in

The 31-year-olddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Rollin Astra

is

seriouslyill.

The Grand Lodge

F.

& A. M.

Muskegon

is

making a hustle for

fac-

tories.

A

200-poundbear was killed throe

miles east of Muskegon Monday.
cele-

Muskegon supervisorspropose to bond

a bill for divoroe from his brates its fiftiethanniversary in Detroit
the county for $150,000for the building

•

Jan. 24th.

of roads.

Sttrah L. Randall of Grand Haven,
How would a skating carnival go? The handsleds and skatershum night
formerly
of this city, sues for a divorce The conditions are certainlyfavorable,
ill.
and day, and Macatawa Bay against
from her husband.
plenty of skatersand plenty of good ice. is the world for such sport.
The now tariff bill went Into full efTheological Student H. J. Veld man
Boyd’s Minstrels who were to appear
fect January 1st.
Prof. H. Boers was elected as deacon
received a unanimous call from the at the opera houso to-morrow evening,
in Hope church in placed of W. H.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. John B. MulUof, church at Cedar Grove^ Wis.
busted at Niles this week, hence will Wing, resigned, at a meeting of the
der, on Monday— a daughter.
City Clerk Goo. H. Slpp entertained not be here.
members Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Squierof Grand Haven will take
a few of his friends Tuesdsy evening,
Mrs. Ira Hurd of Allegan, lately on
The ladies Guild of Grace church
part In a musical entertainmenthere
tbe^Mfaaclonbeing the 01st anniversary trial for the murder of her husband,
will give a social entertainment at the
Jan. 30.
of his blrthday.
hiis received $2,000 insurance on his home of Dr. and Mrs. Butterfield on
Hope College startedup for the winArahitect Johnson who planned the life. He belonged to the Maccabee or- Tuesday Jan. 15th. All are cordially
ter term ou Tuesday with a few addiOttawa County court house, has pre- der.
invited.
tional new students.
pared plans for the new county buildA special meeting of Star of BethleA committee of the Ottawa county
Wm. Brusse, the city treasurer, will ing at 8t. Joseph.
hem Chapter No 40, O. E. S., will be supervisors has ascertained that the
be at his office uutil the 22nd of this
1® use of going down south for warm hold next Thursday evening. Candi- valuation placed upon proj>ertyfor taxmonth to receive taxes.
winters. The mercury recently dropp- dates will be initiated and all members ation by supervisorsis higher in Ottawa
The work of cutting ice on Macatawa ed to almost zero in Florida and the are requested to be present.
than in other counties.
Bay has already commenced. It is of orange crop is badly damaged.
Mrs. Mary T. Lathrop, for many
John Murray a conductor on the C.
good quality and about ten inches thick.
The Grand Haven council will adopt years one of the most faithful and ener- k W. M. railway owes his life to the
A. C. Rinok has been elected deacon an ordinance granting privileges to a getic workers in the Woman’s Chrisstrength of his clothingand the subin the Ninth street Chris. Ref. church
street railway company composed of tian Temperance ranks, died at her stantial manner a button was sewed on.
in the ylaee of the late G. Van den local men. The road will be built to homo in Jackson January 3, from cancer.
At Muskegon he slipped from the enBelt.
Spring Lake.
Isaac Wolbrink of Allendale met with gine but a coat button caught on the
Mrs. Jacob Van der

FIRE
JANUARY

Had

woof? Read

51

Grand Rapids expects to have a great
Castle Lodge No. 153 K. of P. installThe Rev. M. H. Martin of Charlotte
team in the western base bail league ed their newly elected officers lost Friwill hold servicesin Grace church next
next year.
day evening.
Sunday at usual hour.
if colony of well-to-do Kalamazoo
There are only six residents of ZeeMrj. Wm. Swift gave a 5 o'clocktea
Hollander! are about to emigrate to land who cannot speak the Holland lanThursday afternoon In honor of Mrs. F.
western Alabama.
guage fluently.
G. Churchill of Lansing.

Kntered at the post officeat Holland.
Mich., for transmission through the malls as
second-classmatter.

FIRE!

was

H. T. Root, the Grand Haven attor-

OFFICE, WAVERI Y BLOCK, EIGHTH ST.

Are you in need of

businesslocals of A. Harrington.

Mipblfaalast year.

Published Krer; Friday, at Holland, Michigan.

NO.

D.

all

FIRE-DAMAGED GOODS
Will be disposed of at a great

Wege

is

seriously

Rev. G. Do Jongeof Vriesland will
Four fruit men of Benton Harbor ex- an accident last Saturday. In going machine and held him from being run
occupy the pulpit of the Third Ref. pect to plant the largest orchard of down hill with a load the wagon slewed over until the train was stopped.
church next Sunday morning and after- fruit trees in the world. Eighteen hun- and tipped and fell on Wolbrink, fracThe ico-man’scrop is about ripe and
noon.
dred acres of land have boon secured turing bis leg. Dr. Thomas Huizinga every indication points to a bountiful
The hotel Alamo on east Eighth for the purpose of sotting to fruit trees. of Zeeland reduced the fracture.
harvest. The late cold snap may shortstreet has changed bands, L. Moultrop
Hon. I. M. Turner,ex-mayorof Grand en the lemon crops but with a good
The' recent fall of snow has saved
going out and J. M. Monce taking scores of small lumbermen in the north- Rapids, and a well-known Democratic supply of ice our peanut vender will
charge.

profit to buyers.

C. L.

STRENG & SON.

ern part of the Lower Peninsula from politician, is seriously ill at his residence supply our wants during the hot days
Ottawa Lodge No. 168, A. 0. U. W., ruin. Many had every cent they could on South Division street. He has had of next July aad August all the same
installed its new officers last week Wed- scrape together invested in logs on the two hemorrhagesof the lungs and was with lemon peel and acids.
nesday, Past Master Workman James skids and were unable to move them very low yesterday, but today his phyMrs. G. J. Van Eyk of this township
De Young performing the ceremony. because of the bare ground.
sicians are somewhat hopeful of his redied at the home of her son R. Van
Dr. A. C. V. R. Gilmore has received
Two farmers of Lawrence township, covery.
Eyk yesterday, at the age of 75 years.
his dental chair and outfit and will open Van Buren county, bad each an extra
As one watches the many skaters on She had beeu sick for about three
up his office next Monday. Those de- horse, which they tried to either sell the lake he occasionally comes across weeks. She came here from the Nethsiring work of that kind should read or give away. Not being successfulin someone who has a pair of skates erlands in ’56. One son and one daughhis now ad in this issue.
getting rid of the animals, the owners brought from the Netherlands. Former- ter are left to mourn the loss. The
The annual meeting of the Y. M. C. concludedto shoot the horses rather ly they were an object of derision,but funeral takes place today from the
the past few years they are In demand. house.
A. for the election of officers and the than keep them through the winter.
The sturdy Hollanders, especially the
transaction of such other business as
Ionia people went to great pains in
C. C. Wheeler and family arrived in
Vries, have a world wide reputation as
may come up, will be held next Tuestown Wednesday’ggnalng They
ivr ‘T-Mib’' — ii ti* -r .
--- jp; .t.
day evening at the rooms.
fitaheSKIStofc
tHM&f add
'renfed the house of JoSb Thompson on
At
New
Richmond,
fishermen
are Ninth street. Mr. Wheeler making
Time effects great changes. Muske- otbe*’ comfortsof a home, but the ungon once the home of forty-fivenulls appreciativeyoungsters acted so huski- spearing large quantities of pickerel his home here can give his personal atand ihe greatest lumbar town on earth, ly that the philanthropists have closed through the ice. One day last week tention to the manufacturingof the
is much scandalized by the recent im- the rooms in disgust and disbanded the two men speared 18 large ones. A small Wheeler window screen aud storm
building or tent is placed on the ice doors now being manufactured at the
portation of Arkansas lumber for the association.
over a hole in the ice to protectthe fish Novelty Wood Works and at the Lake
retail trade.
As the result of a report that Jesse
ermen from the light. With an imita- Side Furniture factory.
The Fonnville Herald in its market Button of Sturgis would return from
tion minnow the fish are easily attractquotations says that Fennvillograin Eastern Michigan with a charming
There is no man on earth who does
ed and speared.
buyers pay as much as paid at Holland. bride, a brass band and an enthusiastic
more for the community in which h«
We beg leave to differ. The Walsh-De crowd gathered at the depot to greet Last Friday evening the officers and lives than the editor of a country newsRoo Milling Co. pay more for wheat him. Then Jesse returned alone as teachers of Hope Church Sunday school paper. Toiling ceaselessly from one
than buyers at Fennville or any sur- usual and wondered what on earth the met at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G J. year’s end to another, often with inDiokema and officers for the year were sufficient help and unable to secure asrounding market.
demonstration was about.
electedas follows: Sup’t, G. J. Diekema; sistance, he manages to issue regularly
The big Withington & Cooley Manu- On Wednesday, Jan. 30, there will be
secretary and treasurer,E. P. Stephan; his weekly paper. No entertainment
facturingCo., at Jackson, active since a cantata rendered at the opera house
chorister, Prof. J. B. Nykerk; organist, is projected by the church that he is
1848 and employing 200 convictsor more by home talent. About twenty-fivelaMrs. C. V. R. Gilmore; librarian, Miss not called on to give it a free puff. If
in making agriculturalimplementswill dieshvill take part under the direction
Nella Pfanstiehl.
a citizen dies, his columns are thrown
cease to employ convict labor after June of Prof. Campbellof Grand Rapids. A
Supervisor
Inspector
Galwey
has
been
open for liberal obituaries, while berths
musical
program
will
also
be
given
by
1st 1895 because, people are so hostile
to the competition of convict with free Prof. Campbelland Mrs. Davis of Grand conductinga competitive examination and weddings are all noticed and are of
Rapids. Those who know say it will in the local inspector's office today, for considerable length. For any enterlabor.
the office of boiler inspector. Those prise of any kind the community looks
On Tuesday evening. Jan. 22, acatch- be tne best ever given here.
taking part in the examination are Fred for booming. In a thousand ways he
Tfesday morning as the 5 o’clock
as-eatch-can wrestling match will take
Knisely of South Haven, Stephen L. helps his county, and every issue of his
place at the opera house between Frank traii pulled out of Waverly it collided
Newnham of Saugatuck, and Henry paper is worth a great deal to his comL. Kuite of this city and Gasper J. Ger- witH a freight which was being run on
Bloeckor and JohnE. Parks of this city. munity. But few people appreciate the
main of Toronto, Canada. The affair a siting. The boxcar of the freight
—Grand Haven Tribune.
duties the country editor must overwas$thrown
off
the
track
and
the
passpromises to be an interestingone to all
From the Seattle Post-Intelligencer,come to get his paper out. He is about
interestedin this sport and a good at- enger engine also ran off the track,
as hardworking and as poorly paid as
tendance is expected. The admission slotting within a short distance of go- Washington we glean some interesting
an average laborer in the county.— Ex.
facts
in
regard
to
that
state.
From
ing’down an embankment. Several
will be 25 cents.

and

BOSMAN BROS.

. •

I

Merchant Tailors
and

Clothiers,

EIGHTH STREET,

HOLLAND, MICH.

A. rooms for the discussionof questions

A new thing for the people of Holland, a good thing and a very satisfactory one, in the shape of a very nice
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
store in the New City Hotel block. It’s
a tea store, open to the people of HolOffice River Street, next to H. Meyer & Son’s mu
land and surrounding country. We insic house, where I can be found day or night.
vite all the ladies to come and take a
Office Hours, 1:30 to 3:00 P.
44tf look through our store and see the varieties of goods we have and bo con*
Broken Java coffee, only 18 cents per vinced that nowhere can they do as well
as at our store. We have a nice line of
pound, at Will Botsford & Go’s.
fancy crockery, which we give in exWill Botsford & Co. are selling the change for tickets. These tickets are
best tea in the city for 25c.
given with every 25c purchase you
make. Don’t delay to come, we want to
We will call and get y;our orders and see you and tell you what we are doing,
and how we do it.
deliver it promptly. Prrice & Co.
The Holland Tea Co.
Order your wood while it’s cheap- See our advertisement.
cash only. Austin Barrington.

J. G. Huizinga, M. D.,

M.,

Monday evening was well
attendedand very interesting.The
speakerswere Geo. P. Hummer, C. J.
De Roo, W ra. Baumgartel, Dr. O. E.
Yates, and Prof. J. H. Kleinheksel.
The prevailingsentiment was in favor
of free silver coinage. C. J. De Roo
of the day on

presented an able paper on the gold side
of

the question.

A

Hopkins, Allegan Co., man,

named

Cbas. Walford, made up his mind

down

a big basswood tree that

to cut
measured

four feet across the stump, intending to
it for firewood.He told his hired
man that they would go at it the next
morning. That night the hired man

cut

All of the Scotch Medicine Company’s confided to two boys the fact that there
Everybody try the deliciousdrinks preparationsare for sale by H. Walsh,
were bees and honey in the tree. The
out of the new hot soda apparatus at druggist.
5i.3In
Ptssink’s Bakery.
next morning when Charles and the

___

Vour l4Mt Opportunity.

Hob Itunners and Hob Sleighs.

hired man went to work they found the

This week only to guess the correct tree cut down and ready for sawiug.
number of beans in the glass jar and
The number of idle men that exist
get the eighty famous Jackson Photographs of the World’s Fair at Will without visible means of support is realBotsford & Co's.
ly surprising,and how they continue to

One of the most convenient contrivances is the patent bob runner which
is quickly and easily placed on a wagon
gear and transforms your wagon into a
bob sleigh. They are made in different sizes and can also bo placed on any
Try our own make, pure leaf lard,
buggy to make a small bob or you can
and our own make, pork sausage.
gota pair of cutter runners to alter your Price & Co.
top buggy or road wagon into a cutter.
Also a number of the best now lumber
A few hundred cords of wood must be
wagons at low prices, Portland and sold, take advantage of prices. A.
Swell Body cutters. Call and axamina Harrington.
stock and get our prices.

_

exist is a

mystery.

Go

where you

Port Townsend on the Pudget Sound,

On Monday evening at about eleven
were 4,289,- o'clock fire was discovered in the baseGeorge Hewitt Cf Allegan county has
994 bushels, an increase of almost half ment of J. Alberti’s block on Eighth
a cate little blue jay for a farm pet.
a million bushels over '93. The flour street. An alarm was yent in and the
When Mr. Hewitt hauls his cornstalks
exports are also heavy and a large trade fire departmentresponded immediately
from the field, the jay tips his rakish
has been already establishedwith China and before long the fire was put out.
heMl to one siue and watches until a
and Japan. The number of vessels Mr. Alberti had his undertaking estabio is uncovered and then he pounces
that cleared from the ports on the lishment in the basementand the blaze
bis victim and plays with it as a
sound in '94 was 1,580, an increase over seems to have startedamong some box’ould, giving the death blow just
’93 of 243. Tiie lumber shipmentsare
es and a lot of baskets. Messrs. C. L.
it is time to make a dash at analso very heavy to Australia, South Strong & Son occupy the first floor with
mouse.
America, China and different countries their large stock of dry goods which was
(the case of Dr. Wctmore vs. Counin Europe. It is especially noticeable somewhat damaged by smoke. Tuesday
)ttawa,in which Wctmore brought
that the exports are vastly heavier last the insurance agents were promptly on
jfor the payment of a bill for treatyear than in '93, the imports for 94 be- the ground to adjust the loss. Mr. Albe diphtheria cases in the family ing $1,525,917and the exports $5,247,berti curried no insurance on his stock
agust Brecker of Olive, the judge 288. The coal out put is large, best
and his loss on that will probably be
led in favor of the county. Wot- nut coal selling in the market for $2.25
$500 or more. The damage to the buildi brought in a bill for $360. but the
per ton. To show the largo scale on ing was adjusted at $120. Strong & Son
board thinking this exorbitant, which business is done, a descriptionof
carried insurance as follows: Londonred and paid him $180. He brought
the display of the Pacific Meat Co., is Lancashire, W. C. Walsh, agent, $2000;
(for the balance, but the case was
appropriate.It says: One of the feat- Hamburg-Bremen, $1500; Paletine,$1,ed against him Monday.
ures is the mammoth dressed steer, 000, H. D. Post, agent; Commercial
Ion City sports had a bard time of Rob Roy, weighing over 3,000 pounds.
Union, $1«»00; Guardian,$1500; Grand
< Saturday night, trying to enjoy
There arc two Holstein steers each _jp
___________
_____ J. O.
__
__
Rapids
Fire Ins. Co., $1000;
Does-Ize fight. Local officers had re- weighing over 2,000 pounds, forty head j burg, agent. They also carried an ininformation and the rendezvous of extra fine dressed beef, twenty Berk- 1 surance of $300 on their store fixtures,
trails were detained for a few hours.

The regular meeting at the Y. M. C.

the wheat shipments in

’94

____

will

>bo changed several times. Finally shire hogs
uwd drove over into Calhoun Co.,

7

_

each weighing 500 iwunds, The loss on Strong & Son’s stock proved
over five hundred head of sheep, two to be much less than was at first supae mill was started in a friendly
hundred and fifty hogs, one hundred posed and was easily adjusted. How the
r’s barn. It was just nicely under
spring lambs, hundreds of sides of bacon fire startedis not known, by some it is

and they are to be found— on the street

j

j

corners, in saloons, hotels,groceries,

and in public resorts of every kind.
They talk about hard times and discuss ! w|
hen officers from Athens arrived and hams, turkeys, poultry,game, deer supposed to have beeu spontaneous cornthe cause and remedy, while generous a
led to atop the fight. It is said and elk. Such a display of meata would bustion, while some entertainthe
naturo provides with an open band, t
me persuaded to wait until they certainlybe a sight In Holland. R. E. thought that it was set afire. C. L.
Jamrb Kolb,
Hot soda at the City Bakery. All wealth and power are sapping the sub- ! h
itnessedthe first round, aud then 1 Workman who has lately arrived from Streng A Son announce that they will
North Klvcr. Street,
popular flavors.
stance and offeringthe dross to those ! t
near Standard Roller Mills.
were so impressedwith the tame- ! that state has rented the Venema store [open up in the old Bertsch store as forbt the contest that they said the where he will exhibit his collectionof mertf advertieed on Jan. 15, when all
. .
We arc receivingoysters twice a week who stand Idly by and wonder what is
Baltimore oysters and fresh crackers direct from Baltimoro. When in need the matter with the old machine which
crowd had been punished suffl-! Washington products as soon as the fire damaged goods will be disposed of
at wholesale and retail at Pesslnk’s. of any, call at Will Botsford & Co's.
one* yielded so equally to ruankiud.-Kx.] cteitly ueu’.igh without suffering arrest. car containi
j

|

'

j

„ .

v .j

j

j

;

I

|

'S

1

it

arr

at great profit to bi

m:

_

iii
^im
"
*"
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MARINE MATTERS.

ing to $108,000. The underwriters sueneeded in raising her. after jettisoning
HNUtnc of Hu* Smuob'i Lomm.
n large nun hi ut of ore, and lowed her to
The list of disasters on the lakes which Milwaukee, where slio will Is* rebuilt.

Uttawa County Times

j
!

Tin Best

Evidence

BQ&LiND, MICH.. KtlDAY. .IAN

II, IMA

resulted in the loss of live* and total
The growing Impression in tlio civMarin* Tranufera.
loss of vessels in the season of 1894 Is
ilized world is that one of tho crying
Recent
marine
transfers recorded at
not a very large one, considering the
needs of the year of 1895 will bo tho
Grand Haven Custom Hoioe arc as folgreat number of vessels in commission
lee that wo must have the nicest
lows:
projterand vigorous dreiwliigdown of
stock of
and the severity and frequency of the
Schooner Rambler, sold by Harry
the sultan of Turkey.
storms in some parts of the season. The Raffonaud of Holland to Fred Fitch of
losses by storm nearly ail occurred in Montague. Consideration $290.
Senator Quay has Introduced a bill
May and September, although some Tug E. G. Crosby, one quarter Interto appropriate 11,000.000 for new presiAnd Table Luxuries
very hard gales passed over the lakes est. sold by E. G. Crosby toj. A. Hitchdential mansion. The dignity of tho
cock and R. U. Rico of Muskegon. Conin other months, and several vessels
sideration$8,000.
nation demands it. This is a rich,
In the city, for all those that look powerful nation and the president wore grounded and badly wrecked, but
TugO. M. Field, one quarter Interest
afterwards raised by the underwriters sold oy J. A. Hitchcock to E. J. Hum*
around
should have a residence in keeping
after being up by the owners as total phrey and Wro. J. Watson of Muskegon.

THE WORLD

IN

FINE GROCERIES

w

with the office.

The first loss of the season waa thatof
An exchange says: “There is no use
the tug Annie L. Smith, of tho Smith
walking the Door with a felon. Wrap
tug line, on Lake Superior, April let.
a cloth loosely around the felon, leav- No lives were lost.
ing the end open. Pour gunpowder in
The steamer William H. lUrnuro,
the end, then keep it wet with camphor. with 55,000 bushels of corn, Chicago for
Telling us that we have the largest In two hours tho pain will be relieved, Port Huron, sank in the Strait of Mackinac April 3. She was struck by floatand a perfect cure will follow quickly.’’
selection and the lowest prices.
ing ice and sank in 11 fathoms of water.

Us

to

AGAIN,

We

81*6

always glad to have peo-

Ex-GovernorLuce has been experiple look before buying, for they menting with wheat-fed hogs. He
feel satisfied then that we are the says he purchasedsome hogs in Nepeople that quote the lowest prices. braska and commenced to feed them
wheat. He now claims that by recent
weight that they have gained fourteen
and a half pounds for every bushel of

W. G. VAN BYKE,
Cor. River auid Ninth Sts.

Lots
-

m

OF-

m Lots
Have been

sold by us during

the past year, but we

have a few

still

left in Holland

City which will be sold for

small payment down with
balance on long time.

you wont to buy,

If

sell

wheat fed.

rent a house in Holland City,

on

The Pullman Palace Car company
its

stockholders its re31,

1894.

It shows receipts for the year of $9,595,-

paying all
expensesand $2,800,000in dividends,
there was left a “surplus for the year”
of $2,320,416,90.The assests of the
company amount to $52,042,606. The
only liabilities are the stock and surplus fund. On the other hand the report
ruttm&n Tjo&tt and flaVlhgs
bank shows a decrease of deposits of
007,15, out of which, after

Real Estate Exchange
POST, Manager.

J. C.

THE LARGEST AND MOST
COMPLETE STOCK
-OF1-

Winter

Pall and

SHOES
—an

a-

Rubber Goods
Received and now on

We can

sale.

please you in

Goods and Prices.

Victor Bicycles was never so

fully

demonstrated as at present. Our ’94 line
will bear the most rigid scrutiny, and

we

challenge comparison.
There’s but one best— Victor.

Propellor Nyack, one quarter interest sold by and to, same parties as
above. Consideration $10,000.

OVERMAN WHEEL CO.
tOSTON.
NEW YOftK.

Tug E. G. Crosby, one quarter interest sold by J. A. Hitchcock to samo
parties. Consideration $4,000.

The steamer Minneapolis with 50.000
Schooner F. Fitch, sold by F. H.
bushels of wheat from Chicago to Buffalo, sank in the Strait of Mackinac on Fitch of Montague to Claui J. Blink of
April 4. The crew were all taken off Holland. Consideration $325.
Propellor Bon Ami, five sixteenths
safely by her consort, the San Diego.
April 8 the little schooner lalnnd City interest sold by Reuben T. Rogers of
was lost in Lake Michigan and two of Saugatuckto Calvin Whitney of same
her crew drowned. Sho was bound for place. Consideration $1,000.

PHILADELPHIA.

DETROIT.

CMICAOO.
•AN PHANCItCO.

DENVER.

We Do Not

__

Milwaukee with lumber fromLudington. The only recent marshal’s sale in the
April 9 the schooner Lottie Cooper district was the sale of the schooner
was wrecked in the harbor at Sheboy- Arcticat Charlevoix to Robert Follock

SELLdGOODS below cost
BUT WE

ARE

Sharing

.

Profits

ON OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF

FURNITURE, C{MsAND
WITH OUR CUSTOMERS,
c,

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

RINCK & CO:

to effect.

port for the year ending July

The Holland City

of

eration$1,000.

^

has just sent to
call

the field over carefully. The superiority

PropellerCarrie A. Ryerson, one
quarter interest sold by J. A. Hitchoock to parties same aa above. Consid-

On the plains around Denver there gan. Wis., and Ed Christiansen,n sailor for $250.51.
are immense numbers of jack rabbits doowned.
STATE IN BRIEF.
Tho steam barge Burlington, with
and there is great destitutionin that
lumber, from Day City for Cleveland,
A
Clio
man
has killed 700 sparrows
city and some of the sportsmen thought
was burned in the Detroit river, opposince the season opened last fall.
they could kill two birds with one stone
the lower part of Detroit^ wd satTk
—have fun and at tho same time feed about a mile below Sandwich. The
During the past season the mills at
the needy. Four crack shots with their Arummond Wrecking Co. is now work- Menominee cut 200,000,000feet of luming to rai«e her hull and cargo.
dogs went out and killed 225 jacks in
ber.
May 6 the schnonor American Union
half a day which were distributed
Philip Guenetto of Ludlngtonwalked
ran aground at Fisher’s, above Alpena,
among the needy. These western plain and finally went to pieces. Loss, 912,000. through the ice on Pere Marquette lake
rabbits will weigh about 10 pounds
The schooner H. J. Cummings ran and was drowned in twenty-seven feet
each.
ashore in Milwaukee bay, May 18, and of water.
went to pieces. Six persons were
Grandpa Brooks, aged seventy years,
drowned. The life savers narrowly esCut off one market for our farmers
caped. Loss, $8,000.
of Caledonia, went skating on Emmons
and they would find their condition
May 18 the schooner William Shupe lake, and was as gay as a kitten until
much worse than it ever has been. became waterloggedoff Sanilac and
he cut a “star.”
Great Britain buys more than ono-half sank. Four volunteer life savers while
The ice harvest of southwestern Michof our exportedfarm products.Her endeavoring to save the crew, were
drowned.
igan
commenced Monday, the quality
purchases usually exceed 1300,000,000 a
On
the same date the schooners J. being the best for many years and measyear. The farmers who are taught by
Thompson, Lincoln Dali, Evening Star,
home market theorists that their best Myrtle, Mercurv, J. L. McLaren, Rain- uring from six to ten inches in thickness.
Shelby has arrested twelve persons
customer is their worst enemy should bow, and C. C. Mixer were wrecked in
think a little more for themselvesin- the storm off Chicago harbor. One per- for selling liquor without a license,
son was drowned from the Lincoln Dali, raided a gamblinghouse, and has a few
stead of taking their thinking at secsix from the Myrtla and one from the
other New Year’s resolutionsto put inond hand from political mountebanks. McLaren.

or

bicycle look

Consideration 91,000.

losses.

Cone Back

new

Before buying your

of

$256,740,46.

Losses by storms here took a skip
from May 18 until September 22. There
The ministersappointed to try Pastor
were numerous vessels driven ashore C. I. Horr of Hubbarston,for conduct
and apparently wrecked, but modern
appliances for saving vessels prevented unbecominga clergyman, have returntheir loss. One disaster occurred in ed the rather cautious verdict of “not
the Detroit river July 29, when the proven.”
steamer Pathfinderran into the little
A Muskegon syndicate has bought a
schooner Glad Tidings, at Lime Kiln
crossing, and sunk her, drowning the long strip of lake front, running north
crew of four persons. The schooner from that city, for orchards,and by way
contained a cargo of stone from Kelly’s
ol a starter will set out trees on 200
island, which still remains in her hold.
acres this spring.
On September 22 the steamer James
Hugh Johnson, living near St. Jos-

eph, was kicked to death by

Eivhth Street, Holland.

UNDERTAKING!
Excellent Horses and Carriages and Hearse.

Caskets and everything necessary.

a horse,

luperior, and was totally wrecked. while working in the horse’s stall, on
Monday. His head and face was bruis- Give
The loss was $85,000.
On the same date the schooner Col. ed beyond recognition.

The worst lot of corporation attorCook, with a cargo of stone from KelHugh Rossman, a Grand Ledge busineys and plunderingmonopolitsever ley’s island, for Cleveland,sank in Lake
ness man, swallowed a generous dose of
turned loose in the United States sen- Erie, and was a total loss. This schoonnux vomica by mistake for cough mediate will take their seats in the next er was of historicalinterest,from her
having run into the passenger steamer cine. and got all the effects of a winter
congress as a result of the republican
Lady Elgin thirty-fouryears ago, and sea voyage without the expense.
victory at the polls last November, caused the death of 300 persons.
' William Punch, of Berrien Springs,
among whom will be W. J. Sewell, atOn September 26 the schooner Wiltorney and lobbyist for the Pennsyl- liam Home, with a cargo of pig iron, believed that he had been bewitched by
vania railroad, from New Jersey; John foundered in Lake Michigan, near Man- a woman. Hundreds of men have been
istique. Six members of her crew were afflicted that way before and have reM. Thurston, solicitorfor Union Padrowned, the only survivor being Ancific,from Nebraska, and Steve Elkins, ton Minga, who resides at 815 Riopelle covered, but Punch died under the care
of a witch doctor.
notoriouscorruptionistfrom West Vir- street, Detroit.

ginia. Every dollar Steve Elkins will
spend in buying the West Virginia senatorship represents honest American
sweat, not a drop of which has been
sweated by Elkins himself.How long

On the same date the steamer Ohio,
with a cargo of flour and feed from Duluth for Ogdensburg,collided with the
schooner Ironton, at Presque Isle, Lake
Huron. The Ironton was bound for
Marquette, light. Five of the Ironton’s
will the people allow the plutocracy to crew perished, and the Ohio’s crew
were all taken off by the schooner Moon'
fly its red flag over the senate? Just
light. The loss by the wreck of the
as long as tho republican party is in Ohio was $70,000 and that of the Ironton $70,000.
power.— Jackson Patriot.

me

a call if in need of such

service. We will five yon
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class service at reasonable prices.

Thankful for past patronage, we respectfullysolicit future favnra.
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CHAIRS RENTED FOR FUNERALS AND PARTHS.4I
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Hattie Snyder,a wealthy Battle Creek
girl, threw her diamonds into the

tire,
JU

v'l

cut her evening gowns into strips, and

announcedthat she had been chosen to
impersonateChrist in His return to
earth. She’s in the asylum now.

The
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I01- wi*h
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FOR SALE HY HEBER WALSH, HOLLAND. MICH.

cruel and vindictive board of

health atTekonshafound that one diph-

theria strickenfamily owned seven dogs,
On the same date the steamer L. May and ordered every one of the frolicsome
Horace Greeley was right when be Guthrie grounded in a severe storm on canine pets killed on the ground that
Fisherman’sshoal, Death’s Door ensaid: “It is strange how close men trance to Garrett’s bay, Lake Michi- they might spread the contagion.
read the papers. We never say any- gan, and went to pieces. Her crew were
Ex-Attorney General Ellis has taken
thing that men don’t like but we soon all rescued.
Chas. P. Locke, a young fielding lawSeptember 28 the schooner Maggie
hear of it and everybody tells us about
yer, into partnership, and will pick up
it. If, bower, we happen to say a good M. Avery, of Grand Haven, stranded in
The Reliable Dealer,
South Manitou harbor, Lake Michigan, the threads of his legal practice where
thing we never hear of that— nobody and became a total loss.
he dropped them when he went to serve
Eighth Stseet, Holland, Mich. seems to notice it. We may pay some
October 27 the steam barge D. M. the state at $800 a year and defend himman a hundreds compliments and give Wilson, with coal from Cleveland for self.
him a dozen puffs, and he takes it as a Milwaukee, sprang a leak on Thunder
A Lakeview man is enjoying himself
Bay, and two tugs tried to beach her,
tributeto his greatness— never thinks
but she sank in forty-five feet of water, in Mecosta county. He recentlycaught
it does him any good. But if we haptwo miles from laud. The crew were a pickerelthat weighed thirty pounds,
!
pen to say anything this man doesn’t all taken off.
dug eight skunks from a hole in the
like, or something he imagines a reflecOctober 12 the schooner Hartford,
ground and tracked two bears to their
tion on his character,see how quickly with wheat from Detroit for Cape Vincent, was lost in a storm on Lake Onta- cave in a dense cedar swamp, and dishe flares up and gets excited about it.
rio, and the entire crew of eight per- patched them with a shotgun.
All our evils are charged to us, but we sons drowned.
never, apparently,get any credit for
October 16 the schooner Alva BradDETAILS OF OUTRAGES.

Science Has Conquered
And made

it

!

possible to restore Defective Eye-Sight to

Normal Vision-

S. SPRIETSMA,

TARIFF REDUCED

New

the good we do.

Winter Clothing!
We

have during the

past

few

days been receivinga large invoice of

Winter Clothing, which

on account of the tariff reductions

we

will place on sale at

ley, with a cargo of steel billets valued
at $18,000, went aground on Beaver is- Armt-nlaiiK Deceivml by TtirkiHh I’romiM-n
of AuineHtry.
lands, and became a total wreck. The
Itoaten to Death with Clubi*.
cargo is being out of the wreck by divLondon, Jan. 5.— Prof. Minas Tehoras,
Edwards, Miss., Jan. 0— Last night, ers. The crew were all rescued by the professor of Armenian at the UniversiLouis Galloway, colored, an aged and tug Favorite.
ty of London, has received the follow-

prosperous farmer, together with his
wife, were found dead in their cabin
Both were beaten to death with clubs.
Galloway was in town yesterday and
carelessly exhibited about one hundred
dollars, which is supposed to have led
to the murder.

steamer H. E. Runnels.

GREATLY

KNGLAND FIT* OUT GUNBOATS.
Six

REDUCED

PRICESI

WOOLEN UNDERWEAR.
OVERCOATS, CAPS,
and everything else

to

be found

in a first-classclothing house.

Jonkman &

November 14 the schooner John Shaw
tow of the steamer John F. Eddy,
parted her tow line in a storm, sprang
a Uak and soon sank in fourteenfathoms
of water off Sable Point, Lake Huron.
The crew all took to the yawl boat and
were picked up two hours later by the
in

Dykema.

Eighth Street.

Men-oMVar are Reported to Re Ordered to the China Sean.

York, Jan. 5.— A cable special
from London to the Herald says: “Your
correspondent is informed on the best
authority that orders have been received at tho Portsmouth dockyardsto fit
out for sea without delay six warships.
It is the accepted opinion in such inner
circles here as are acquainted with the
significant fact that the immediatedestination of these vessels is the China

New

_

November 15 the little schooner Antelope capsized outside of Grand Haven
and her crew of three persons were
drowned.
November 7 the tug Crusader burned
to the water’sodge at the dock at Suult
Ste Marie and two members of her crew

being unable

to

escape, perished.

Among

ing advices from Armenian sources:
“The number of men, woman and childI am happy to announceto our citizens that I have made another improveren who were cut down by sabres or
bayonettedin eleven villages of the ment in my spectacleline. I have just received one of Johnston Optical Go’sSassuon district was 750. It is now Test Cases with all the latest improvements,which will enable us to fit all deproved that the people from the Sas- fects of vision, such us Astigmatism,Hypermetropia,Myopia, Presbyopia or any
suon districtwho, during the retreat compound defect.
Frequently nervous or sick headaches and also serious illness are broughton
to Mount Andok, fought bravely for
by one or more of the above defects.
nineteen days and who gave themselves
I have on hand a large stock of gold and aluminum frames which I will sell
up to the enemy on Aug. 27, wore deat reduced prices.
ceived by the proclamationof Zekki
(EST Remember No Charge for Testing Your Eyes
A. DE KRUIF,
Pasha promisingthem amnesty. The
Druggist and Optician,
Turks then treated the women brutally
Zeeland, Mich.
and starved and tortured them for
three days. Sixty young men were finally killed by the sword and their
bodies were thrown into a well. The
villages of Shenik and Gleigonzan have
been burned to ashes with their church'Sk Bonetlmes ne«riB reliubK monthly,reeulatini; tnodicine. Only hirmleMand
es. Thirty-three of their villageshave

!

those that were considered
total losses and abandoned by the owners, but afterwardraised and towed
away by tho underwriters, none was been shucked and destroyed.
more notable than that of the Neoshe,
seas”. _
which ran aground on Spectacle Roof
September 28, with a cargo of ore from
Children Cry
For a nice tender, juicy steak, go to Ashland. She was abandoned to the
Price & Co.
uaderwriters,and the loss paid, amount- Pitcher’s

Castoria.
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EVERY
the

pumtdrbgg shouldbe ugcu. U you want the

(S, Dr- FsaS’s

for
“

WOMAN

r.

boet,get

Pennyroyal Pills

Thev are prompt,sale and certain In result. Th*e eenuine(Dr. Peal’s) neter dlsan.
point. Sent anywhere, 31.00. Address I’£al MedicisbCa„ Cleveland,O.
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GO TO

COOK-BOOK

YAN PllTTIN

G.

JAPAN’S FUTURE.

MARTHA WASHINOTON

FREE!

-POR-

320 PACES.

BANDAGCD THE WRONG ARM.

A Vlilon of Wlmt .Might Follow Upon How
Victory Over

Milno.

j

When Commodore Perry knocked Ihe
mud fortH of the Japaneseabout their
cars, ho supposed that ho was merely
opening a now market for western prod-

!

i

ucts. In the light of recent events it beILLUSTRATED.gins
to look as if Perry's cannons really

Ona of III a brut Cook*
Book* published. It con* decided the fate of the entire eastern
tains recipesfor all kinds
komispboro.
of cooking.Also departmeats on Medicine, EtiThe result of the adoption of Euroquette, and Toiletrecipes.
pean
civilization by Japan is now neon
Indexedfor haudjr reference.
in the fact that tho mighty empire of
They have received a full lino of
China is helpless in the presence of the
MAILED FREE,
•Japanese army and navy. No ono any
In Exchange for 80 LABOB LION
longer doubts that Japan can with ease
«
cut
from
Lion
Coffoa
wrappara
Ladiis' & Children's Woolen Hosltry,
and a 2-cent Stamp.
conquer China and establish a new and
Wiito for list of our other Finn Premiums.We
hare many valuable Pictures, also a Knife, Gsme. greater Japanese empire, with its capito BlTflaway. A beautiful Picture Card Is In
Underwear for Ladies and Gents ete.,
tal at Poking. Tho Chinese many years
every package of Lion Covkkk.
from 25c up to $1.25.
P
nuro" * Oak ago wore conquered by a handful of
wild Tartars and have ever siuco sub1 LUl TOLEMToilia mitted to Tartar rul& They would subAlso a complete line of Children's
mit much more easily to the rule of civUnderwear.
ilised and intelligent Japanese.
Let us suppose that Japan takes posIce Wool Fascinators from 50c up.
session of China and establishes a strong
and enlightened government The new
Dress Goods, Flannels,
H. KREMERR, M. D., Prop*r,
Japanese empire would then have a popHandkerchiefs,Tray Cloths,
ulation of 400,000,000.The introduc—a rvu. limb or—
tion of universalmilitaryservice would
Lunch Cloths, Napkins,
Pure Drug^s, Chemicals, Soape^ give Japan an army of 40,000,000 men.
Gordon has proved that tho Chinaman
Yams of all descriptions.
Perfumery, Toilet Articles, Ac. cau bo made an excellentsoldier. An
army of 40,000,000 Chinamen,well disalso a run. uni or
ciplined, well armed and officeredby
Japanese, would bo irresistibleeven by
ji*1'® cigon. the combined world in arms.
I. Kaunas, M. D., keep* hie offlea al tha etoie
Under Japanese rule China would be
where oalla will ba received and promptly a# covered with railways,and her material
South River St.,
Holland. landadto.
prosperity would be enormously increasOBoo hour*, 8 to » A. M., and 3 to ft P. II
ed. An intelligentsystem of taxation
would yield the government an almost
fabulous revenue. With this the Japanese could build such a fleet as the world
has never seen, a fleet so numerous and
powerful that not a foreignvessel could
sail the Pacific or tho Indian ocean except by the permission of tho Japanese.
With its army and navy Japan wonld
TAKE NO
find it a mere holiday task to overrun
OTHER.
aud take possession of India. On the
It it the
Machinei at
north it would have no foes, for Russia
Wholeaale
BEST.
Pricea.
would cease to bo aggressiveand wonld
There ie
.The sooslled
not
merely bo compelled to stand on the
nothing
ftip. Machiae
which they addefensive, but rely for its defense noton
JUST AS
vertisefor ftto.
New Bollaud Clt) State Bauk Block,
can now be
its armies, but upon its snows and desGOOD.
bought of us or
SEfOND FLOOR
erts. Masters of India and China, the
our dealers for
from 815.00 to 818.00.
time would come when tho Japanese
Cor. River and Eighth Streets.
would seek to extend their possessions.

Dry

Goods

PO

Central Drug Stern.

G-

VAN

PUTTENj

LAMBERT’S

Dental Rooms.

Why

llv Couldn'tHoar It Tick.

A

very pompous army Burgeon was
Bent to a recruitingdepot in England to
Wrro I'roiniitlyIlrjrctrd.
Railroaders admire tho "block sys- examine a number of lads who had taken
tho queen’s shilling. Tho abrupt, overtem. " Telegraphers do not.
Day after day and week after week, tearing manner of tho doctor ko frightlounging around the Western Union ened ono nervous recruit that ho was
building,at tho corner of Dey street nit!. bio to answer tho first question as to
and Broadway,are to bo found a num- his name and place of birth.
"Why don’t you answer?"roared tho
ter of seedy looking mon— telegraph
doctor.
"What’s your name, I say?"
operators"on tho Mock. ”
Still tho panic stricken lad only stared
Probably every man on tho "block"
at tho questionor.
has been repoatcdly,,lctout"(dismis8ed)
"Why, I bcliovo tho fellow is stono
for tho selfsMi.o offense and as often redeaf!”
exclaimed tho doctor, and taking
instated after making the atmosphere
out his watch ho held it to tho loft ear
blue with lamentations and armor platof the recruit, saying,"Can you hear tho
ed resolutions.
ticking?"
It takes a telegrapherto spring a "tale
Tho youth shook his head.
of woe" upon an unsuspectingand guileTho watch was applied to tho other
less manager.
oar, with tho same effect, and then tho
For instance: Jack C
, who disappeared from tho public gaze ono fine doctor began to shower his indignation
morning, toed tho mark a fortnight on the head of tho future soldier.
"What do yon mean by enlisting when
later,looking considerablytho worse for
yon’ro stone doaf? Why, you can’t oven
wear. Around his arm ho wore a piece
hear the ticking of a watch when it is
of thick black crape, indicativeof deep
held within an inch of yonr ear!"
mourning.
Then tho worm turned.
“Oh, how d’ye do, Mr. C
’"quoth
"Yah, yah! Sho no’ goin!" roared
the manager. "No family trouble, I
tho badgered boy.
hope?"
Oai of Many Cxruiri For Atnwnra That

Sandy Robber — Say, Cul, do yer
know wy 1 dident fetch dat millionare
last night ?

-

-

When

Rounder Jack— No, wat was de
matter?
S.

—

R.

De

bullet hit

de

blokey’s

watch which was a Fahys case and

it

dident even fase de watch eader.
R. J.— So dat's once dey got
of

ahead

our Time.

These cases for sale by

tho doctor held tho watch to

"Poor little Tommy’s gone, sir," rehis own car aud found that it had inplied Jack, with a pardonable tremor in
deed stopped, his feelings were too powbis manly voice.
"Dear, dear, no wonder you didn’t erful to be expressed. —Loudon Tit-Bits.

WYKHUYZEN

H.

feel like working! Poor Tommy! Lot
Crowded ".Solitude."
me sec~-a little fellow about 6 years
Here
is an extract from the prospectus
old, with a pug nose and red hair?"
"Nose slightly retrousse, sir, aud hair of a hotel in Switzerland, published in
a newspaper at Bern: "Weissbach,in Eighth
of auburn hue," correctedthe fond partho Bernese Oterlnnd, is tho favorite
ent
place of resort for those who are fond of
"Just so, tho only child, eh?"
solitnde. Persons in search of solitude
"Tho only one, sir.’’
are, in fact, constantly flocking there
"Very sad! And how does Mrs. C
from the four quarters of the globe. "
tear up?"

JEWELER,
Street,

ir-i

Holland.

-

"In bod for over a week past, sir. "
The truest help wo cau render an af"How many wives do you happen to
flicted man is not to take his burden
possess, Mr. C
?"
from him, but to call out his best ener"One wife, sir. ”
gy, that he may be able to bear the bur"I see. Well, your one wife and litden.
tle Tommy, French nose and banana
ringlets all complete, were both hero
Ilucklen's Arnlra Salve.
not more than an hour ago inquiring

-

very anxiously after your health; said
they hadn’t clapped eyes on you for the
last ten days! Did they strew many
flowers on poor little Tommy’s grave,
Mr. C
?"

-

The test salve in the world for CutsBruises, Ulcers, Sores, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup,
lions, and positivelycures Piles, or no
pay required.It is guaranteed to give
perfectsatisfaction or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by H.
Walsh, Holland, and A. De Kruif, Zeeland, druggists.

This last crusher was too much, and
aa the bereaved father carefnlly and deliberately chalked a bee line in tho direction of the elevatorthe look which stole
Following the path of the Turkish
not so flnriy flnlihedor carefullymade as the f
into his bine eyes was of such a faraway
hordes that long ago invaded Europe,
nature that not even the fringe of it
Money to Loan!
the Japanese would conquer Turkestan,
h-tt VJ. rnr A ranter EVERY ONE. and our guarantee
oould have been detectedthrough a Lick
The Ottawa County Building and
Persia
and
Syria, and tho Mediterranean
FIRST-CLASS.
telescope.
Loan Associationhas money to loan on
wonld become a Japanese lake. Tho inITrlfe for Our Sew Price Hot.
Walter Q -- took a three weeks' "va- real estate security. Apply to the secvaders
would
then
pass
into
Europe,
ITe will net be Undercold.
PRACTICAL
C. A. Stevenson.
cation,”aud as he braced himself up to retary.
which would be powerless in the face of
face tho orchestra on his return the
tho innumerablesoldiersand immense
"boys" noticed that he carriedhis left
fleets of the Japanese. The invasion of
arm in a sling.
the Turks, which in the middle ages fill!
"Fine morning, Mr. Q
," said the
Birds, Animals, Fishes, Etc.,
ed Europe with consternation, was
THE HEW HOME SEWIN IUIIIE 80.,
PRACTICAL
manager, opening the attack; "nothing
MOUNTED TO NATURE.
tougt, Hut,. 28 Usln Bqain, IT. I,, Ckieifo,CL,
child’s play compared with an invasion
serious, I trust?"
St. Lonli,lie., Sulrueiiee,CiL, Atluta, Oe.
of millions of disciplinedChinese and
Furs
Tanned.
Rugs made to Order.
"Oh, nothing to speak of, sir!" reFOR SATJC BY
Japanese. The Europeanfleets would be
plied Walter, carefully adjusting his
— AND
Horns Polished and Mounted,
quickly destroyedand the combined Eumost conciliatory smile. "Runaway
Cases Filled,
ropean armies dispersed. The Japanese
horse; that’s all, sir."
Old SpecimensRe-mounted.
flag would float over Vienna, Berlin,
"And you stopped the horse and
SLND FOR PRICE LIST.
Repairing of all kinds. Mill and En Rome, Paris, Madrid and London, and
doubtlesssaved some valuoble'life?"
in course of time even Russia would no
137 Weit Fulton Qi and linlij.
"1 did, utr, and have been nmbto to
fine Repairs a Specialty.
TO HARNESS AND BLANKET
longer find protection in her wintry
uTonu naf IQS, Mitt.
hoMfa pen for the last two weeks!"
climate and vast distances, and the
Castings in Brass and Iron.
"Heroic, but rash— decidedly rash.
whole of Asia and Europe would be JapBy the way, which hand do you happen
—AT—
Cor. River and Seventh Streets,
anese.
to use in writing, Mr. Q -- ?"
Only about a year ago, when there
HOLLAND, MICH.
"The right hand, sir."
was no reason to suppose that war would
OF DES MOINES, IOWA.,
"Ah, I thought go! I am of opinion1
-ANDbreakout between Japan and China,
that two weeks’ additional rest will
and when it was supposed that China
about fix up your left arm, Mr. Q -- .
would always bo more than a match for
Has over FIFTY MILLIONS of InGood morning!"
her littleisland neighbor, Lord WolseALL
DONE IN
NEAT
Tho poor fellow had tied up the1
HARNESS STORE,
surance in force. It lias resources
ley predictedthat the day would come
wrong arm.— New York World.
AND
ARTISTIC
MANNER.
when
China
would
adopt
western
methwell investedamountingto near
Corner Sixth and River Streets,
ods of militaryorganizationand would
Carpet TV ear Ing.
DEALER IN
then be in a positionto overrun all EuIt was in France that the first seriona
Holland. Mich.
rope. Should Japan completely conquer effort was mado to establishthe maunChina what Lord Wolseley predicted faotnreof carpets in the fashion of the
FourteenthStrwt, West of Pte 81
might speedilycome to pass. It is idle orient. This was in the reign of Louis
to say that so small an empire as Japan
XIV and under the direction of hia
We have a good line of
can never hold so large and densely Minister Colbert. The royal manufactopopulated
an
empire
as
China.
If
40,AND
ries were designed to furnishall manner
It has in the past fifteen years
000,000 Englishmencan hold and govof furniture, and in the Gobelinsand HEAVY AND LIGHT HARNESSES,
ern 200,000,000Indians from a distance Beauvais factories250 master weavers
paid its losses in full at low cost to
of thousands of miles, 40,000,000 JapaAT LOW PRICES,
wove rich tapestries.During tho revoits members, and has made such a,
nese cau certainly hold and govern Intion of 1789 these factories were alChina, which lies almost within sight
which we must get rid of in order
most suppressed,but Napoleon I revived
reputation as to be regarded as
of Japan.
the manufactoriesaud furnishedhis palThe prospectthat tho empire of the aces with their loom work. The nationto make room for more.
A
world may become divided between al workshops of France still continue,
Has added to his stock a
Japan and the United States may not at
aud the woven stuffs of Gobelins,BeauINSTITUTION.
CHANCERY SALE.
first sight seem a welcome one, but it
full line of
vais and the Savonnerie are accounted qTATE OF MICHIGAN— The circuit court for
does not follow that it wonld be wholly
among the finest in Europe.
the county of Ottawa— In Chancery.
Reference : First State Hank.
a misfortune were Europe to pass under
Jacob It. Me Kbit, Complainant,
Tho knowledge of carpet weaving was
to
vs.
Isaac Mausiuk, Depositor.
the •dominion of Japan. In such case
presumably introduced into England William W alveus anil Oroena Walters. Dethere would bo an end of European wars.
fendants.
from France. During the persecutionof
In pursuance and by virtue of a decree of tne
The peace of Japan would be as great a
the Huguenotstho carpet weavers, with circuit court for the county of Ottawa, in chanAnyone intending to build should
blessing
to
Europe
as
the
peace
of
Rome
J. E.
other artistic craftsmen, fled for refuge cery, made in the above entitledcause, on the
twentiethday of NovemberA. D. iwu. Notice is call and see us. We build houses
was
to the Mediterranean nationa Ger34-13
to England and establishedthemselves hereby given that on the
Special Agent.
on EASY PAYMENTS.
mans aud Frenchmen aud Italians and
in various towns. Axminster, in DevonTwentv.First Day of Jakcary A. 1). 1895.
Russians wonld no longer be armed to
at
eleven
o'clock
In
the
forenoon
of
said
dav.
at
shire, was one of these, and also the
Shingles, Lath, Building Hardware,
the front door of the Ottawa County court house,
the teeth and waiting for tho opportutown of Wilton. These places retained In the city of Grand Haven. Michigan. I. the Brick, Sash, Doors, Paints, etc.
All of which will be sold at unprece- nity to spring at each other’s throat.
thtir supremacy for a long time, but subscriber,a circuitcourt commissioner in and
They wonld all have a common master,
for said county slmn sell at public auction,to
Special low prices on mouldings.
dented low prices.
with
the introduction
-------- -------- -- of tho Jacquard
umvaju.uuj tne highestbidder, the lands and tenements doaud that master wonld keep the peace
loom and various improvedprocessesof , K‘‘1 in Kll‘1 (k'cree- being all those certain
Lumber of all kinds and grades.
for tho reason that there wonld no Ionthe industry ,va8 successJOHN NIES,
Planing,
Matching and Re-sawing.
ger be any enemy to fight. The Japanese
fully developed in Kidderminster, Dur- 1 ^‘“•lllIuldescribedas follows, to-wlt : West half
troops would keep order, aud the people
W^e arc confident
In
Plans and specifications
for factories,
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.
bj». Kita««ock »,d
of Europe, relieved of militaryservice
I ..lo-hn-o^wu.
<- -v-i—
, ..
residences,and all buildings prepared
eighty ncrcH of land, in the township of Itobinon short notice.
and safe from all aggression,would be
l son. county of Ottawa and State of Michigan.
That the confidence
as surveyed by the United States.
A RidiculousOrder.
able to earn their living in peace under
.
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General - Hardware
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AreYou Going

PAINTS,

-

Build?

OILS,

Murray,

BRUSHES, ETC.,

CONFIDENCE!
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Words.

„

Dated, December

Of

governmentthat would bo at least as
intelligentas the government of the
French
the English house
....... parliament,
...... .........
uuubo
of lords or the Russian czar. The pope
of Rome
Rnillft
of
would probably object to be

,A.nd wo look for better times as

Almost
The
The

all the

..

great factories of

land are resuming operations.

^

COPYRIGHTS. 8*

financial crisis has passed.
•trtctlyeonfldmtitl.A

The

Of

Handb^kof

Jnl

era of good times is here.

NWer

before has our assortment

watches, clocks, silverwareand

Jewelry been more

..

WnilM

l

Wh'

THE RELIAIILE JEWELERS.

26cts. A BOX.

Kaiut!>.

JOHN

iiUrt (’on,n,lss,oner

Hoynton,

C. POST.
Ottawa County.

Slagh & Smith,

fd7-j30]

Complainant's Solicitor.

Proprietors of Crescent Planing Mill,

West Eighth St,

to

A

HOLLAND,

BOOK-BINDERY.

book agent had just arrived in
Manchester. As ho walked up from the
ho inquired of an Elm street ; Magazines, Periodicals and pa*
offioer,"Cau you tell me tho way
x
pers of all kinds bound in a
Hanover street?"
Tho officer regarded him suspiciousneat & workmanlike style.
ly. "Are you a newspaper man?" ho

-

'

MICH.

I

asked.

^num

Tho stranger hesitated. “I

have

i

,

The Well Known G. & J,

RAMBLER.

Old Books ReDound and Repaired.

,

"The

plied tho blueeoat, edging avfay.
.... .v.
b.
u„ orders
Vl uvlts not
uul to
u furnish
••hief
has given
us
information to newspaper
nawETtnnormen.

-

Powders
&Ssin Headache
GUARANTEED TO CURE

W.

1894.

I

stammered.
Then
I can tell
------- you nothiug,

collectorowns a Louis
XIV watch that is said to have once
longed to the Empress Josephine.
sho lived at Malranison sho presented it
to Abbe Blanchard, and he in turn gave
it to his niece, Mario Foctig of Strnsbnrg. This watch, which was pnrehawd
at the Fectig hale in Strasburg in 1879,
occupies tho center of a black enamel
any Itendache or Nmiralpio,or money rc'imded and gold cross aud is decoratedwith the
WHITE & WHITE, Grand Itupldi.Olicb. figure of a kneeling angel and hea<l« of

R.

j

Union, the situation is not without its
humors.

JoHepkine'ft Watch.

tilTtaWHifE

.....

Mlchl

6.

.

pension.According to the Manchester

been. ” ho

New York

It pays to trade with

Otto Smyrna!!

chief of police in Manchester,
N. H., has recently issued an order
forbidding any pojico officer to furnish
information to reporterson pain of sus-

V..

superseded by a Buddhist priest, and the
archbishop of Canterbury would dislike
to give place to a Confuciausage, but
the common people, on whom now falls
the burden of Europeanraisgovernment
and of the hatred aud distrust between
European nations, would, after a little
while, look upon the Japanese as deliverers and become tho most loyal of all
the subjectsof tho mikado.— New York
Times.

attractive or

Prices more inviting.

The

a

the people has returned

"

..r

One of the Manchester reporters early
one morning discovereda blaze in a pile
of rubbihk in a back street. "Where’s

!

Also heavy paper boxe» made,
.At
. ,
use“ *or sheet music and
,

... ____ _ __
for other purposes.

VIUCJ28 HE

SON

RLRi

;
aJUiliN lYwUYrKS
t^t

the iiraroRf. fire box?” ho asked, rushing

np to an offioer."Let’s see, you’re
newspaper man, aren't you?” queried

A

•

r\r\\il"n n

I

.

- -

-

-

•

EieMh and
Over Vauder Veen’s.

--

:

Better than ever, the best and only
perfect tire ou the

Cor-

Chief s orders. ”— Y\*c*»;stcr Gazette.

it

A

market. No

glue,

creeping. All Rambler supplies on
short notici-.W. A. HOLLEY. Act
no

Htf

Holland, Mfaflka

OLUVD, MICH., FRIDAY,

JAN.

II.

PERSONAL.

haps forestalledby decreased cost of

Ottawa County Times

production.
A chart has been compiled from the

IM

report of a

committee of the U.

POOR MARKSMANSHIP.

C. S. Dutton, the florist, is on the sick
list

S. Sen-

this week.

.1.

G. Van Putten was

in

Grand Rap-

Vlftaf la Bath Army and Navy Lm* A©«a>at© Thu Fanavrly.

The trainingof naval

artilleristshai

, In recent yean been given a good deal
W« expect the destitutionio Nebras* ate, and shows by the ••prices" line the ids on busiiiess Monday.
of attention,and no end of powder and
k* tad frosts of Florida are the legiti- relative prices in each year in >/Ad for \j. Huizinga of Zeeland visited his son
•hot baa been expended in target practice
mate result;*of a Democraticadminis- all articles of which statistics had been
J. Huizinga Wednesday.
I ieeigned to serve a more telling purpose
obtained
from
1860
to
1890
averaged
actrationin the estimationof our RepubCashier G. VV. Mokma took a business! in actual warfare should the occasion
lican contemporaries.
any rate cording to importance, and comprising trip to Grand Rapids Tuesday.
preeent itself. It would seem, therefore,
thoir charges are afreat deal more un- 68.60 per cent of the total expenditures
H.
Robinson of the Kalamazoo that the floatingequipments of naval
of the country. (A copy of this chart
powers of today ought to give good acreasonable In many things.

A

To buy THE BEST flour

At

higher priced. More loaves of bread to the
Telegraph was in town on business
barrel, less waste in its use, greater satisfaction to the baker and
counts of themselves in point of marksWednesday.
manship if called into action, though it consumer, make our Sunlight and Daisy flours the cheapest to buy

W.

was shown at the meeting.)

Woolen fabrics are now being bought
cheeper than ever in the history of this
country, and every woman who buys a
new sbawl and every man who buys a
new suit of good woolen garments for
what shoddy would have cost four years
ago is getting the practical benefitof

The “wages” line on the chart repre-

even

if it is a little

best.

Mrs. A. LeFebre who has spent sev- would be presumptuous to undertake to as well as the
The
CO.
which shows the relative wages in gold eral weeks with her children, Rev. and foreshadow poirible results. If, on ths
other hand, past experience counts for
of all workers, both educated and uned- Mrs. A. Van den Berg at Overlsel,has
anything, there would seem to have
FINEST
returned
home.
ucated in all occupationsof which there
been a notable decline in accuracy in
STOCK
OF
were statistics, averaged according to
Dr. O. E. Yates attendedthe meet- naval gunnery,growing with succesimportance.
ing of the Grand Rapids Medical Li- sive improvementsin naval architecture Crockery,-;- Glassware, Lamps,
What we all desire is an increaseof brary associationTuesday.
and naval armament
the Wilson tariff laws.
CHINESE GOODS, Etc.
It was estimated some years ago
income as indicatedby the wages line,
John Steketee oft Grand Rapids was
EVER
DISPLAYED IN-TIIIS cotnty.
from
data
furnished
by
target
practice
at
as comparedwith cost of living as shown
in town on busine*; Monday.
Wages are now being raised in all the
sea that a heavy gun most be dischargby the “prices” line.
PRICES TO SUIT
manufacturingdistricts, while a year
C. Blom, Jr., was in Grand Rapids on ed 50 tim$s to make one effectivehit
It is of little moment to the wageago they were being cut down. And
business Tuesday.
The old smoothbores were creditedwith
earner whether these lines go up or
kitting a man by the discharge of the
yet we were under a high tariff while
Mrs.
F. G. Churchill of Lansing is
down so long as the wages line is the
gun’s weight in shot In other words,
bow it is greatly reduced. This is only
visiting friends here.
higher and is at an angle pointing more
three tons of 82 pounder shot were reanother of the constantly recurring in
Dr. H. Kremers attended the' annual quired for the purpose. Actual service
upward than the prices line. By tracstances in which actual experience dising the course of these lines for the pe- meeting of the Kalamazoo Academy of test with modem high power guns,
proves the republicanpretense that
however— guns weighing12 tons— has
riod of 187.1 to 1891, the period of the Medicine Tuesday.
high tariffmakes high wages.
Jerry Laepple is spending this week within the past 10 or 12 years shown
single gold standard, from thii> chart
in
Grand Rapids with relatives and that it took about 16 tons of projectiles
we find that average wages have into accomplish the same thing.
Republican crookedness generally
creased about W per cent, while prices friends.
It is Interestingto note from what
comes to light through Republican
decreased about 12 per cent, making an
Alien Owen of Manlius was in the statistics are available that the introquarrels.Now it is boldly proclaimed
increasein the purchasingpower of a cjty on business Monday and Tuesday, dnetion of rifled mnskets into the armies
through the public press that Olds was
is
has had a somewhat similar result The
day’s work of 28 per cent.
Mrs. F. W. Hadden is convalessing.
sold out for hard cash and that some
old
time
mnskets,
It
is
said,
killed
a
As wage-earners form fully 75 per
person or combination interestedin the
Another PioneerGone.
man by firing at him his own weight in
cent of the populationof this country,
selection of Burrows, did the purchasMrs. Maria Vink, widow of the late lead bullets, but the modem rifle in the
that system and that money standard
ing. Now, if the Republican party still
hands of the average soldier, so it has
which will secure to this large class the John Vink, died at her home on Seventh
been figured out does not effect a fatalkeeps up the farce of claiming all the
greatestpurchasingpower for a day’s street this morning at one o'clock at the ity until it has discharged twice the
virtues, it will demand a thorough inWe Sell Clothing which in
and
wages is the most desirable,and con- age of 73 years and 9 months. The man’s weight in lead. Both here as
vestigation.
forms to the well-establishedprinciple funeral will be held Monday afternoon in naval shooting,therefore, there has
cannot be excelled.
of securing the greatest good for the at 1:30 o'clock at the house and at 2 been shown to be an important demand
The McKinleyismof Germany, Ausgreatest number. Especially is this o'clock at the Market street Chris. Ref. for greater skill and care. Whether this
We handle an immense stock of goods, buy a good quality and
tria, France and Spain are now proposhas been met in any measure future hostrue when the other class, viz: the em- church. She has been ill for about
ing to do by unjust what the McKinleymake quick sales by selling at a very small profit.
tilitiesonly will tell— Gassier 's Magaployer and capitalist, have been able to seven weeks. She was one of the early
ites of this country have been doing by
zine.
pioneers, coming here in '54. The
increasetheir accumulations.
them, viz: lay prohibitorytariffs,and
Note that these conditionsso favora- family resided near the harbor for
B©th Win© Wood©©.
the Republican meat packers, manufacble to almost all classes were secured seven years and then moved to this city.
Staring heavenwardwith a fixed and
turers and exporters, who have been
We have now a large line of
under the single gold standard and ask Two sons, Cornelius and Peter survive meaningless smile, a drunken man in
hurrahing for high protection and puthelpless
state
lay
at
the
corner
of
Eighth
yourself whether a departure from sound her.
ting up the “fat” to win Republican vie
avenue and Twenty-first street, New
money to flat money (46c dollars) and all
lories are mad clear through about it.
York. A doctor and a policeman stood
“Sintc***
or
“SkeeW
its accompanyingevils will benefit you.
They are discovering to their cost that
beside him and tried to lift him from
When I was a little boy, my play- the gronud, bnt his legs bent under him
I am aware that one is apt to wax enprotectivetariffism is a game that two
thusiastic over the beautiesof plentiful mates at a country school in southeast- with a sickening twist, and tbo two had
and even more can play at.
money when skillfully expatiated upon ern Indiana wore “steels” and went to let him down to the pavement. ‘ *1
“sheeting,” though the village boys
by a free silver advocate whose skillful
guess his leg’s broken, “ said the doctor,
said “skates.” I counted “skeet” a caLook here, Mr. Farmer, you vote for
bending to tarn np the drunkard’s tron
sophistriesgloss over the question of
which it will pay you to examine.
tions oorrnption. Fancy my surprise at
high tariffso that you could get high
sers.
A hole in the stocking showed bethe intrinsicvalue of his silver coin,
meeting
an
old
acquaintance
in a farprices for your produce, did you? But
neath a bare, smooth bit of flesh tint.
but, gentlemen, will you succumb to the off land and in strange company,when,
CAN SAVE YOU MONEY !
if tha tariffon your hay enables you to
The doctor tapped the spot and exclaimdictates of sentiment or listen to the long years afterward,I wad the passage
ed,
“Why,
it’s
a
wooden
leg."
By
charge a higher price for what you sell
calmer admonitions of your sound com- in Evelyn’s “Diary” for the year 1662,
this time the policeman was making a
it compels the man who buys it to pay
in which he speaks of “having seen the
mon sense.
111.6 examination, and he exclaimed,
more than he would otherwise have to.
strange and wonderful dexterityof the
In closing, I desire to allude merely
“Sure this wan’s wud too!" At that
You can see that, can't you? In other
sliders on the new canal in St James'
the doctor disappeared in disgust, and
to another featureof this question and
park, perform’dbefore their majesties
words, whatever you get out of the tarone which is of great importance to the by divers gentlemen and others with the policeman left the helpless prisoner
' i ff comes out of some other man's pocket.
to summon aid.— PhiladelphiaLedger.
wage-earner.
sebeets after the manner of the HolStreet.
It is as plain to be seen as the woodrack
Many of you are depositorsin Sav- landers, with what swiftnessthey passe,
on your bobs that the tariff can't benefit
Killed For Floyiagon the Gnu*.
ings Banks or hold shares in Building how suddenly they stop in fall carriere
one man without hurting someone else.
In Prussia the murder of men, wornupon
the
ice,
"
and
so
forth.
The
ch
in
and Loan Associations. Will you per“U ami childrenis frequent by the bayThen if it benefitedus all alike no one
mit the free silver magician to trans- “sebeete” is Dutch, and therefore onets and the bullets of guards and senwould
better off. _Now, who
sounded like “k.
_ __
form ihe 100© <k*Mw» which you deposhaveljoen getting rich under high tarPepys tells of being' at SOtmes’ fh.els. One day a little bey was on the
ited in these institutions into 46c ones,
park
on the same day: “Where f first gross of a square in Berlin; the guard
iff, the men who raise bay and wool or
or will you uphold the standard of the in my life, it being a great frost did tried to arrest him; the child, frightenthe men who mnsufuctureprotected
honest gold dollar?
see people sliding with their skeates, ed, ran away; the guard shot him dead.
goods? And yet you farmers, who
which is a very pretty art ” I here dis- Such occurrences are frequent If a
Our entire stock of CLOAKS, CAPES, and SHAWLS and ALL DRESS
might make ail the laws to suit yourMoney For Everyone.
oovered that the country boys in the newspaper condemns them, the editor
is
imprisoned.—
Ouida
in
Fortnightly
GOODS
will be sold for the next Ten Days at Prices that will surprise you.
•elves, have for years been voting to
I can’t understand why people com- hills of Craig township, when they said
please the manufacturers.Do you won- plain of hard times, when any woman
skeet ' were only one or two centuries Review.
Here are a few of our bargains :
der that rich aristocrats ridicule you as or man can make from $5 to $10 per day behind the fashion and were wring the
easily. All have heard of the wonder- word as pronounced by Charles and his
DRESS FLANNELS:
HENRIETTA DRESS GOODS ;
jays, hayseeds and mossbacks?— Petosful success of the Climax Dish Washer;
courtiers when they bronght the “very
00
cents.
..............
now
35
cents.
key Democrat.
$1-00 .....................
now 70 cents.
yet we are apt to think we can’t make
pretty art” to England. A New York
40 and 50 cents ......... now 25 cents.
money selling it; but anyone can make
85 cents ............... now 65 cents.
journal of 1784 complains of the time
25 and 30 cents ......... now 18 cents.
A Single Gold Standard Beneficial to the money, because every family wants one. wasted in “sheeting” on Collect pond.
50 and 60 cents ........ now 32 cents.
I made $478.36 in the last three months,
20 cents ................ now 15 cents.
Ware-Earner*.
40 cents ............... now 28 cents.
after paying all expenses and attended Nowhere is it truer that “all which is
(A Paper read at the Y. M. C. A. room* last Mon- to my regular business besides. You partakes of that which was” than in
25 and 30 cents ........ now 19 cents.
day by C. J. De Boo.)
don't have to canvass:as soon as people language.— Century.
The invention of Dr. R. V. Pierce, chief
15 and 18 cents ........ now 10 cents.
consulting physician to the Invalids’ Hotel
Conclusions arrived at from the con- know you have it for sale they send for
AND
CASHMERES
AT
SAME
REDUCTIONS!
Why Alaaee-Lumine Bemmlni French. and Surgical Institute,at Buffalo, N. Y.,
siderationof special and peculiar cases a Dish Washer. Address the Climax
has, during the past thirty years, made a
Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio, for particuThere is no liberty, as we understand record in the cure of bronchial, throat and Be sure to take advantage of this Great Reduction !
are almost invariably misleading and lars. Go to work at once, and you soon
the term in Alsaoe-LorrainaThe na- lung diseases that fairlyentitlesit to outnever more so than when viewing the have a full pocket book and a light
tives are permitted the exercise of their rank all other advertised remediesfor these
question of change in the market value heart. I think it a duty to inform each own religion and the use of the French affections. Especially has it manifestedits
potencyin curing consumptionof the lungs.
other of such opportunities,and I also
of gold as measuredby a given quantity
tongue under certain restrictions.Bat
Not every case, but we believe
think it a duty to improve them while
of
of merchandise.We should therefore we may. Try it atf once, and publish these restrictions import the presence of
Fully 98 Per Cent.
take the average value of all merchan- your experience so others may be bene- German detectives in the churches. No of all cases of consumption,in all its earlier
more need be said to show that they stages, are cured by Dr. Pierce’s Golden
Call
Prices !
dise or labor as a true index to point to fited.
must be irksome and oppressiveto the Medical Discovery, even after the disease
correct
£
Port Sheldon was entitled to the last degree. It is the German method, has progressedso far as to induce repeated
bleedings from the lungs, severe lingering
Troducers of merchandise should also
proud distinctionof being the first wild- one might almost say the method of cough with copious expectoration (includbe credited with ordinary common sense
our
time.
We
are
in
a
hurry,
and
we
ing tubercular matter), great loss of flesh
cat town in Michigan and one of the first
and proper regard for self-interest.
and extreme emaciationand weakness.
bolt
oar
food,
even
when
great
empires
in the Northwest. This was in 1836.
Do you doubt that hundreds of such cases
If, for a period of many years producare making their meal on small states.
reported to us as cured by “Golden MedIn 1671 France left Alsace pretty much ical Discovery ” were genuine cases of that
ers of merchandise continue to increase
ADVERTISED LETTERS.
as she found it when it was seized by dread and fatal disease ? You need not take
their productive capacity and pay highList of letters advertised for the week
our word for it. They have, in nearly every
er and higher wages in the face of con- ending Jan. 10, 1895, at the Holland, Lonis XIV. At the time of the selanre instance, been so pronounced by the best
as
little as possible was changed in and most experienced home physicians,
tinually decliningprices of their com- Mich., post-office:Mr. John Balder,
laws, customs, manners or observances. who have no interest whatever in mismodities,it is fair to assume that they (package), Dr. Hal. A. Curtis, Mrs.
In consequence Alsace remained Ger- representing _ them, and who were often
find it profitable to do so, and to make Case Cowley, Mr. Moris Zipper.
man in speech and in race habits, while stronglyprejudicedand advised against
a trial of ’'Golden Medical Discovery,”
it profitable, the costof production,viz:
gratitudefor fair treatment slowly ren- but who have been forced to confess that
G. J. Van Duken, P. M.
the absolute cost of production measdered her French in sentiment The it surpasses, in curative power over this
ured in money, must be decreasing.
There is a good reason for the popu- gentlerway may seem the longer, but fatal malady, all other medicines with
which they are acquainted. Nasty codImproved methods, machinery, and larity of Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy. it is certainly the better, and that the liyer oil and its filthy “emulsions”and
Davis & Buzurd, of West Monterey, rougher is, to say the least no shorter mixtures, had been tried in nearly all these
facilitiesfor communications and transClarion Co., Va., say: “It has cured we have our experience in Ireland to cases and had either utterly failedto beneportation have undoubtedly decreased people that our physicians could do
prove. Our mistake indeed was one of fit, or had only seemed to benefit a little for
what economists call the real cost of nothing for. We persuadedthem to sheer ignorance, while Germany’s is •i shorty time. Extract of malt, whiskey,
•ind various preparations of the bypophosproduction, viz: the effort or number of try a bottle of Chamberlain'sCough something of a sin against the light.—
phites had also been faithfully tried in vain.
Remedy
and they now recommend" it
day's work put into the production of
Tlie photographsof a large number of
London News.
with the rest of us.” 25 and 50 cent botthose cured of consumption, bronchitis,
each piece of merchandise; and this de- tles for sale by Heber Walsh, druggist.
lingeringcoughs, asthma, chronic nasal
A Girl’s First Fancy.
crease has been on the average nearly
catarrh and kindred maladies, have been
It is always to be regretted, I think, skillfully reproduced in a book of ifio
or quite as much as market prices have
Buy sotre of those large square crackwhen love comes to a girl before she ha- pages which will be mailed to you, on reers at Will Botsford k Co's. They are
decreased.
attainedher moral and intellectual ma- ceipt of address and six cents in stamps.
nice and only 5c a pound.
You can then write those cured and learn
It is unnecessary to endeavor to prove
jority, writes Mrs. Burton Kingsland in
their experience.
for we all know, that the period from
Is a
Cigar,
fine
The
Ladies'
Home
Journal.
The
man
Addressfor Book, World’s Dispensary
All kinds of coffees, teas, spices and
1873 to 1891 was one of great prosperity baking powders at lowest prices at The whom she would love at 16 is often Medical Association,Buffalo,N. Y.
in this country, a period during which Holland Tea Store. A beautifulpres- quite differentfrom one to whom she
filler,
many fortunes were amassed,and the ent with each purchase of fifty cents or could give her more mature affections,
and there is always the danger of seeing
average condition of the mass of the
is
in
sizes.
people in this country greatlyimproved
When in need of baking powder, buy him at a disadvantage when larger experience
of
other
men
will
lead her to
so that at no previous period in this Snow Ball, at Will Botsford & Go’s.
Only 25c a pound, and every pound is make comparisons. There are some
country'shistory had it been possible
things to which time is the only guide,
guaranteed to give satisfaction.
to acquire for the average price of a
and in so momentousa stop as the choice
day’s wages so large a share of the neRev. C. M. Welch, Lakeview, Mich., of the companion of a lifetime “the
cessities and luxuries of life. And this says: “I have used Adironda and have unreasoning madness of love" can, in
was the period of the single gold stan- known ray neighbors to use it and al- extreme youth, rarely be trusted. A
ways with splendid results.” For sale young |riH has so many illusions, so litH.
Toiuieren,
dard.
by Martin A Huizinga.
tle knowledge of human nature, so
There having been great increase of
slight an acquaintance with her own
wealth accompaniedby great increase
The best coffees, teas, spices and bak- heart, as to make the risk always' a seV
of production, it seems clear that the ing powders at The Holland Tea Store. rious one.
Read our new advertisement.
It la sold on © ruanrate©by all drugprofits of producers did not seriously
gists. It cures IncipientConsumption
A child's muff was found one day .his ©ad is the best Cough r.irlC: ouo Cura. *
fall off, and it must therefore be plain
is gold filled cases with Elgin
JOB PRINTING
that reductionsin market prices iff mer- ! r
FOB SALE AT ALL DB1
meets cheaper than everatSte- week. The owner can get information
ab rat it by Inquiringat this office.
chandise were accompanied by or per- 1 \
)LD BY VAN DllEE L SO> ZEELAND.
sents the table given in the same report

WALSH-DE ROO MILLING

THE LARGEST AND

EVERYBODY.

PAUL A.

* STEKETEE

One Point About Cheap Clothing

— — Consider the
QUALITY

This:

Quality!

PRICE

Overcoats, Winter Suits, Underwear,

AND RUBBERS,

BOOTS, SHOES

WE

Lokker& Rutgers
Eighth

be

”

Great Slaughter Sale at M. Natier’s.

’

GOLDEN

^HEDICAL^

DISCOVERY.

A Fine Line

Holiday Goods!

and See Our

conclusions.

M. NOTIER.

mszMk

more.

_

High-Grade Nickel

Su-

matra wrapper, long Havanna
and

Cou£g^
WTH

made

two

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEM.

^Shilohs

Van

SECURE

!

has a

Manufacturer.

HOLLAND,

HAVE YOUR

MICH.

*

DONE AT

The TIMES’ OFFICE.

t

Marring* Llccn***.

tin, ccLt**

---

OF 1IEMT QUALITY

Always on hand, at
as anywhere.

prices as

Excellent

Sausages.

CoCMcJl qmJL

low

Good
Poultry,

Bacon, Pork, Lard, Dried Beef,

& DE ROSTER.

Xorth River Street. Holland.

„ Ttn ART

AMATEUR.

and Large*!PracticalArt Magaxine.
(The only Art Periodicalawarded a Medal at the
World'*Fair.
Invaluableto all who with to make their living by
art or to make their hornet beaati/ul.
Heat

,

CAD IA*
run IUwi

we will*endto any one
mentioningthl* publication a apeclmen copy, with auperb

__
IOC.

copying or framing) _ _
supplementary |wge* of design* (regular
price 35c ). Or for *5c we will send also “Paintino roa liKaiNNER*" (VO page*). Dec 7 'M.
MONTAGUE MARKS, 23 Union Stiuaie, N. Y.

color plate* (for

and

8

WANTED

I

CORDS OF WOOD

500

In exchange for Dental Work.
Enquire of F. M.

GILLESPIE,

ClmeAtco.
•ad do it too In a mej tbit he will like.
Every man that wean collan and cuffs
•honid know about the " Celluloid "
Interlined.A linen coUar or cuff covered with waterproof “ Celluloid.”
They are the only Interlined Collar*
and Cuffs made.
They are the top notch of comfort,
neatnessand economy. They will go
through the day with yon in good
shape, no matter how hot or how buy
you get You can dean one yonrself
In a minute, without dependenceon
buy wises, unskillful hired girls or uncertain and distant laundriea.Simply
wipe them off.
Erery piece is marked as follows:

#!Elwudio
«Tb ^ mark. w
You must insist upon goods so marked
and take nothing else if you expect
your deder should not have them,
we will send you a sample postpaid on
receiptcfprioe.CoUai*25c. each. Cuffs
Soc.pair.Give size, and specify standup or tuneddown collar ss wanted.

Miss Nettie J. Brouwer who has been
21 Holland; Gertie
visiting her mother and other relatives
Van Ry, 18, Holland.
Sid Scott, 28, Nunica; Minnie Wes tr- here during the holidays,has returned
to Grand Rapids.
over, 28 Nunica.

H.

BEMENT

&

SONS

THE CELLULOID

4mm wnmmmn

COMPANY,
new york.

The library committee have nearly
the druggist's, or, if his supply is exhausted. six cents in stamps should be completed their work and expect to orsent to C. I. Hood & Co., proprietors der their books in a few days.
Hood's Sarsaparilla, Lowell, Mass., John Wabeke, our marshal,is doing
who will forward a calendar free. For some efficient work in his line and the
ten cents two calendars will be sent.
people can rest assured that peace will
reign when his presence is known. He
has plenty of courage and would just as
soon tackle a loaf of bread as a blackberry pie.

LOCAL MARKETS.
raid to Farmer*.

I’rlcea

PRODUCE.

Grote, our blacksmith, is very
present.Last Tuesday he disDried Apple*,per lb ........................
06 played his skill by shoeing 20 horses.
John
Butter, per lb ...................................|5
Ekk*. per doi ................................
ie busy at
S’)

Hean*, iter bu ..... .....................l.OOto 28
Freddie J. Slag who is at present
Bean*, band picked, perbu ...................1.20 staying at the University hospital at
Apple* ................................
40 to 56
Onions ........................................
25 Ann Arbor, sent a letter to his father
GRAIN.
Monday, stating that he is doing as we J
Wheat, per bu ................................ 54 as can be expected and expects to reOut*, per bu. mixed ..................... 28 to 80
Com, per bu ....................................42 turn in a few weeks cured. Mr. Slag
Barb*)-,per 100 ......................
1.00 speaks highly of the University there
Buckwheat, per bu .............................50 and the kind treatment the patientsreRve, perbu ................................... 40
C’loverSeed.nerbu .......................... 5.00 ceive at the hands of the physiciansand
Timothy *ceu, per bu. (to conaumere) ....... 3.25 nurses.
1

Stoves and Ranges,

Adironda

LANSING, MICH.

mmmmm TRADE MARK aHBmi

Wheeler’s/^

LeaveningPower.— Latest U.

GRAND HAVEN.

BEEF, PORK, ETC.

H^ai|ure

S.

Gov’t

Report

J. Klaver and Francis E. Nursay have been oppointed as court offices
by sheriff Keppel.

FACTS ABOUT COUNTIES.

Arend

A large party of neighbors gathered
Willis L. Sbiromel, 24, Berlin; Allda
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. WageL. Lillibrlge, 21, Wright.
naar a few eveningsago, and a very
Some thermometers here registered
“Winter” and “Summer” were never good time was enjoyed. Refreshments several degrees below zero Tuesday
more charmingly pictured than they were served in a tirst-classstyle.
night.
are this season on Hood’s Sarsaparilla Mrs. John Ten Have who was called
Mrs. Henry Grevengoed has a cactus
Calendar. This calender is made in away to the bedside of her daughter, plant containing 103 blossoms.
the shape of a heart and is ornamented Mrs. Henry Ten Have, who has been
The following directors have been
with two child faces, lithographed in seriouslyill, returned last Sunday.
elected by the Grand Haven Leather
bright and natural colors,one peeping
Mrs. Henry Ten Eyck of Zeeland Co., John Vaupel),Derk Vyn. C. Nyout, amid the snow flakes, from a dainty
spent a few days with her parents,Mr. land, A. J. Nylaml and Geo. Stiekney.
cap, and the other lighted up with all
and Mrs. John Ten Have, after return- On Feb. 24 Rev. Roese will preach
the glory of the summer sunsnine. The
ing from her sister, Mrs. Henry Ten
usuu information about the lunar Have of West Olive, who was very sick. his farewell sermon at St. Paul s
Evangelical church.
changes and other astronomical events
Mr. and Mrs. John Haklander of Holis given, and the calendar,besides being
Judge Charles Soule will open a law
“a thing of beauty” is also usful every land passed through here Sunday for office in the court house basement.
day in the year. It may be obtained at West Olive to call on Mrs. H. TenHave.

Potato**, per bu .........................

MANUFACTEKERS OF

all in

ADSOIDTEnr PURS

Herman DeFouw,

If

At Central Dental Parlors, Eighth
Street, Holland, Mich. *«-tf.

Highest of

pork and beef.

Bertha L. Flelska, 10, Detroit.

Vegetables, etc.

DE KRAKER

Henry Borchent,Jr., 28, Crockery;
Edith Warber, 10, Spring Lake.
OTTAWA COUNTY.
William R. Bryant, 10, Bass River;
NEW HOLLAND.
Nina B. Quick, 10, Aliondule.
Henry Van den Bergand Jacob BrouJohannes Reitsma, 63, Spring Lake,
wer returned to Holland Monday to reCatharine Henning, 40, Nunica.
BUtne their studies at Hope College.
David F. H unton, 64, Grand Haven; They have resolved to keep bachelor’s
Ida J. Flagle,24, Robinson.
hall during the stormy winter months.
Chax. J. Schaefer, 24, Chester; MarMrs. R. Knooihuizen, who was taken
garet Wahl, 23, Chester.
suddenly sick last week Friday, has
Edward Schuitema, 21, Zeeland; made a rapid recovery.
Diena Hof ate, 18, Overisel.
John Meeuwsen and Wybe Nienhuis
Frederick E. Salton, 25 Coopersville; are supplying Grand Haven with choice

InaciMry Um* and Not Nataral Boudarin Used to Mark Moat of Thom.
Few even of the New England states
have

made

use of natural featuresfor

county boundaries.British kings set
the fashion in the New World of marking politicaldivuious by imaginary
lines, and the fashion has been followed

and new. Its
found in the west-

faithfully in states old
final developmentis

ern states and territories,where nature’s
boundaries, mountain ranges and riven
are neglected for the | ':o of the parallels and meridianH. Maine, whose counties are as irregular in shape us any in
the world, has not made use of natural
landmarks to any considerable extent.
VRIESLAND.
William Borst, the blacksmith, is Vermont and New Hampshire have here
busy shoeing horses and doing all other and there used mountain ranges and
I streams for county boundaries.Massathings ]>ertaining to bis trade.
Henry Bootsman,our shoemaker ischusetts and Connecticut
, , . have disregard-

, ,

always ready to repair shoes etc.,’ and ed natural boundaries in great degree,
he is having a great many customers Even tho great Connecticut river flows
here and in this vicinity.
across counties and is a boundaryline
only between parts of Middlesex and
John De Hoop is buying cattle.
John Borst, our new store keepeg, New London counties in Connecticut.
Rhode Island’schief county boundaries
has started peddling.
The students have returned to Hope are imaginarylines.
Massachusetts has two island councollege to resume their studies.
Chris. Den Herder has been on the ties, Dukes audNautncket.Island counties occur also in New York and Washsick list.
Mrs. J. Van Haitsma is still suffering ington, but not elsewhere, though the
larger part of Door county, Wis., is an
from cancer.
A little girl of A. Pelgrim is sick island in Lake Michigan.Washington’s
island county bears tho name of Island
with the measles.
Our paster, Rev. De Jonge, will and is surrounded by the waters of Pupreach in the Third Reformed church get sound. Maine's counties average
nearly COO square miles each in area,
at Holland Sunday.
Prayer-meetingsare being well at- and there are several each of which is
larger than the state of Rhode Islaud.
tended.
New York has few natural county
Miss Cora M. Goodenow,our County
Commissionerof schoolswas here Wed- boundaries save in tho lake regions and
along the Hudson. New Jersey has artinesday.
Miss Bessie Kroodsma enjoyed a ficial boundaries for many counties,but
Pennsylvaniahas used mountainsand
weeks visit at Holland.
Miss Maud Maurits of Grand Rapids rivers in many instances.Delawarehas
is visiting parents and relatives here. used small streams to bound her counMiss Katie Prins has been visiting ties and even her townships, or hunher brother and friends at Holland dur- dreds, as they are called. Maryland,
ing the holidays.It appears to us that Virginia and West Virginia, having
there is something there that attracts plenty of streams and mountain ranges,
her, seeing she goes there quite fre- use such natural features for county
•

This place has a water famine, nearly
Shoulder*,ranked, per lb ............... 00 to .7
Chicken*, dressed,per lb ................
8 to 9 all the cisterns and wells being dry.
Chicken*, live, per lb ................. 5 to fl This is something which has never hapTurkey, dre**ed.per lb .................
8 to 10
l»ened before at this time of the year.
Tallow, per !b ......................
44 to 5
The New Holland feed mill is kept
Lard, per lb ....... ................... Cto 84
POrtTIVELT CVKKH
...............4 to 5 very busy, receiving a most liberal patHEART DISEASE. NERVOUS PROSTRATION Beef.dre«aed,perlb
Pork, dreased, per lb .................... 44 to 5 ronage from the farmers in this vicinity.
EPILEPSY,
j:
Mutton, dreaaea,per lb ..................
4 to 5
Slcepleatme**and all Derangement*of the Ner- Veal, per lb ....... « .......................
4 to. 05
vous System.
WOOD AND COAL.
CRISP.
Price to consumer*.
Unexcelledfor Ke*tle** Kabie*.
Mrs. Charles Droese and Mrs. Geo.
Dry Beach, per cord ......................... 1.50
Purely Vegetable, guaranteed free from opiates.
Dry Hard Maple, per cord ................... 1.75 Layle left for their homes at Grand
100 Foll-Siae Done*. SO Cent*.
Green Beach per cord ........................1.50
Rapids on Wednesday.
Hard Coal, per ton ............................
6.50
M. D. Halley, receiving teller Grand Rapids Soft Coal, per ton ............................3.75
W. Brouwer is on the sick list
(Mich.)Saving* Hank, nay* he cannot nay too
FLOUR AND FEED.
A. Hyma, at present a student at
much in favor of ••Adironda,"Wheeler's Heart
Price to consumer*
and Nerve
3
Hay. per ton, t imotby .........................
6.00 Hope College, has visited his last year’s
quently.
Hold by Mart ink Huizinga, Holland, Mich. Flour, "SuullKbt,'* patent, per barrel ........ 3 80 school. It is evident that Mr.
Flour*“ Daisy, ” straight, per barrel ..........3 20
Monday afternoon a sad incidentoestill
retains
a
warm
spot
in
the
hearts
Ground Feed, 1.00 per hundred, 19 00 per ton.
cured here. The church bell was heard
Com Meal, unbolted, 1.00 pet hundred, 19.00per of many of his former pupils.
ton.
ringing at an unusual hour. It proved
One of our most ambitious and enerCom Meal, oolted 3.00 per barrel.
to tie a signal that the house of K. HofMiddling*,.85 per hundred, 16.00 per ton.
getic young men left bis home and naraan was in flames. The fire started
Into
Bran .80 per hundred, 15.00 per ton.
tive place and went to seek his fortune
Linseed Meal 1.40 per hundred.
upstairs and before they could do anyin the wide, wide world, but— has re

Nerve \ r**

1

1

Cure.

boundaries. Virginia’scounties are unusually small in both area and population. Natural boundaries are usual in
the Carolinas,Georgia and Alabama,
but Mississippi has many imaginary
Our
county lines, and her comitiesare notchthing to it, most of their belongings ed in a way to suggest that they were
turned.
New Market.
they had there were destroyed.The made with a view to the production of
One of our fairer sex also ventured house was burnt to the ground, and one of those wooden puzzle maps that
Dr. A.
out to battle with the mighty world, but the family have moved into the vacant are held togetherby the notches. LouisiWe have lately moved into our new
has since been seen promenading our house belonging to Mrs. Bos. Neigh- ana, Arkansas, Tennessee and Kentucky
market and want all our customers and
streets with tfao aatMaettoathat home bors and friends are kindly helping
have the characteristic rectangular
friends to give us a call.
is more melliferous than heretofore.
them. The cause of the fire was a de- county forms with many imaginary
Over
H.
Stern
&
Co.,
the
Clothiers.
We will always have on hand a good
Ettie P. Nienhuis has gone to Hoi fective chimney.
boundary lines, though creeks and rivstock of first-class Meats. Sausages,
land to be engaged in the millinery
ers are nsed to some extent in Kentucky
Pork, Dried Beef, Bacon, Poultry, and
ALLEGAN COUNTY.
trade there. We wish her success.
and Tennessee.Florida has boundary
everything belongingto a first-class Plate, Crown, and Bridge Work,
One of Holland's nobles has employed
GBAAFSCHAP.
lines
of each sort, and so has Texas,
market.
GOLD AND PLASTIC FILLINGS.
Mary Lievense of this place. She left
WARRANTED.
A half dozen boys were coraled by save in the northwest, where natural
We pay the highest cash price for
on Wednesday.
officers for disturbing a religiousmeetAll kinds of work done in a First-Class
boundariesare almost entirely disrepoultry.
FOR SALE BY
Mrs. John Weersing presented her .ingattho Reformed church last SunWM. VAN DER VEERE,
Dental Office.
husband on New YeaFs day with a day night. A warrant was sworn out garded. Bnchel county, Tex., is a right
angled triangle and perhaps the only
Proprietor City Meat Market.
for one of them who plead guilty to the
Office Hours— 8 to 12 A. M., l to 5 bouncing baby girl.
East Eighth
5048-3
charge, paying the sum of $7 in fine and one in the United States.
Mr.
Te
Winkel
has
been
visiting
with
P. M. Open Evenings. si-iy
The states of the middle west have
costs in Justice Neerken’scourt MonRev. and Mrs. E. Van den Berg.
day. We hope the lesson will be salu- comparatively few natural county
Our
young
people
meet
every
WedNov. 18. 1894.
tary and that hereaftermeetings for the boundaries,and those immediately benesday evening in the Chr. Ref. church
SINGLE BEAM, OSCILLATING BOB SLEIGHS.
& WEST MICHIGAN RY. to practicesinging. Number of mem- worship of God can be held without the yond tho Mississippi almost disregard
usual amount of rowdyism.
landmarksin tho choice of county line*,
*-3
A. X r.x. r.M. P. X. bers is about fifty and is still on the inP3 Lv. Grand Rapids....
7 15 125 5 a 113(1
The week of prayer is being observed the counties being piled mathematically
Graiidville .......
728
P3
542 1144
in the Reformed church here.
tier on tier. Even the great river Platte
Jenlson .........
731
5 44 114(1
r
JAMESTOWN.
Hudsonvllle......
6 55 11 55
7 31
Rev. J. Keizer is convalescent.He flows across Nebraska much of its way
* A. X.
>
VrlCKland ......
7 4»
People are enjoyingthe good roads occupied his pulpit last Sunday morn- through
Zeeland ..........
7 57
6 IS 1211
And we shall no doubt have plenty of snow.
Wuverly .........
8 (J5 2tf 6a 12 241 hereon both runners and wheels.
ing, while theologicalstudent Drukker
o An.
The Rocky mountainstates, unr'de to
An. Holland .........
8 15 2 01 025 12 441
Wesley Ellis has returned from Char- conducted the services in the afternoon. disregardthe stern necessities of great
o
Hurt ford .......
944 32*
220
10 28 3 57
Mrs. H. J. Van Os is seriously ill.
St. Joseph ........
>
3 40 levoix, while his wife and daughter are
rivers and almost impassable mountain
Jj Au. New Iluffilo .....
11 2( 4 40
4 45 spending a few days with Mrs. Geo. F.
John Giebel of Zeeland is a guest at ranges, have acceptedthese natural feaChlcuito .........
1 25 650
H
7 20
Richardsonin Grand Rapids.
Van Koeveren’s.
I*. u. P.H. P. X. A. X.
tures as county lines, though the MisMiss C. M. Peet of McCords is visitA. M. 1*. X. P. X. A. X.
m
Frank Hoekstra of Grand Rapids paid souri flows through one of the North
8 25 5 (A 1145
Lv. Chicago .........
ing with relatives here.
his brother George a visit this week.
Dakota counties. Oregon and WashingA.K
K
Mrs. M. A. Peet is slowly recovering
New Uuffalo ....
10 85 710 210
Mrs. W. Essenburg is seriouslyill.
ton have accepted mountainranges and
St. Joseph.. .. ...
11 3<
7 48 3 05
from a severe illness.
Hartford ........
12 *. 8 21 8 5(1
Mrs. G. Bosch and son Nicholas of great rivers for county lines, and so has
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet Grand Rapids were here Monday to see California,though in many cases imagLv. Holland ........
2 (Mi 9 35 615 9 45
Lv. Wuverly .........
2 K 9 45 630 9 50 this week at Mrs. R. B. Stil well’s.
her brother B. J. Neerken, who* is dan- inary boundaries are used.
Zeeland ..........
2 17
5 87 957
Is the most complete in the county, most tasty
Misses Elsie and Lillie Barclay are gerously ilL
Vrleeland .......
2 25
5 46 1006
A single county of Montana is about
in design and finish, finest trimming and
Hudson ville ......
2 35
5541 1016 guests at her sister’sMrs. O. N. Sage.
Dinah Lemmon of East Holland is as large as all the New England states
2 44
6 05 1025
JenlKon.........
[mint, strongand durable in construction.
The Sunday school gave agood enter- visitingwith relatives and friends here. together save Maine. Cherry county,
Untmlvlile .......
2 47
607 10 28
Ait. Grand Rapids ....
3 05 10 25 025 10 45 tainment at the Ref. church here, the
Henry De Free has returned to Hol- Neb., is nearly as large as New Jersey,
Lv.
Grand
Huiilds
....
3
15
780
OLD
littleones exhibiting great skill in renAll. HiR Rapid* .......
6 25
10 16
land in search of employment.
and one county in Arizona territory is
dering
their
recitations
and
songs
in
Manistee .........
8 15
12 20
Carload*just received
More Cominti / /
nearly as large as Vermont and Now
8 45
12 441
Traverse City ...
both languages. Baskets containing
OVERISEL.
Charlevoix......
II 11
3 15
£
Hampshire. One county in Wyoming
oranges, candy and popcorn were passed
All latest improved and fresh goods,
0
II 40
3 45
Kortering & Poelakkeivareenjoying exceeds by 200 square miles the area of
by
the
ladies
and
the
whole
affair
was
a
1*.
X.
2
V. X. P. X. A. X.
Be sure to examine before you buy,
a good trade in tho line of rubber goods
grand success.
0
Vermont, and anyone of 20 far western
AllexMii Mild MiiNkeKon DlvUloii.
Prices and terms right.
and other footwear.
counties is almost double the area of
A. M. 1*. X. 1*. X. 1*. x.|p. X.
Mr. Teusink has erected a neat and Delaware.— New York Sun.
ZEELAND.
c; Lv. Pent water ...... r, <«i
,
1 35
x
Mtiskwon ........ K 111 12 20 12 20 7 55 10 05
Mrs. John KampK and Miss Gertie elegant building on the corner of main
Grand Haven .... H 57 1 07 1 07 8. V 10 48
x
The Origin of Nurrific*.
Kam]>s are among the sufferers from la street and Leeuwcngraveu avenue.
Wuverly ......... 9 4(1 1 50 1 60 9 20 11 25
w An.
Mr. and Mrs. Toon Dannenberg are
All. IfollHiid . ....... 9 15
« 35 9 25 11 35 grippe.
In primitive times the evil seemed
seriouslyill with grip and heartdisease.
7 30
V) An. AllcRun .......... 11 25
Mrs. Derk Van Eencnaam is improvA. 8.
No polecat or fox stories this week. more abundant than the good. The
ing
from
a
slight
illness.
0
earth gave but sparselyits good, while
A. M.lA. M. 1’. M. P. M.
John and
7 00
4 55
Lv. Allegan ...........
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. De Free are happy
Mrs. G. II. Slotman, who has been se- the weeds and tho thorns sprang up evLv. llollMiid ........
7 55
6 111
over the arrivalof that boy.
riously ill, is improvinga little, and erywhere. The evil powers seemed to be
Lv. Wuverly .......... 5 :«l H III 2 10 6 30
Grand Haven .... il 15 8 3* 50 7 12
John Kamps, the blueksmith, holds hopes are entertained for her recovery. tho strongest. Tho sun, however beneMuskegon ....... 7 11) 9 60 3 40 9 00
the belt for the number of horseshoes
Levinas .Slotman of Chicago has been ficial,bears the sunstroke that blights,
II ’J)
An. Pent wuter ........
II HI
set at his shop in one day recently. called to the bedside of his mother.
|A. N. A. X. 1*. X. P. X.
togetherwith tte sunbeam that fructiWith -his shop help he set over one
The millinery and dressmakingshop fies. Every deity had thereforea touch
MuskegonMild HIk ItMpid*.
0
hundred.
of Lena Slotman is closed at present,as
of tho demon in him, and religion in
A. X. e. x.
The Maccabeeshave elected the fol- she went home for a few weeks to take its first stage began rather with tho
K
7 35 3 50
a rest.
Fremont ........ 8 37 4 47
lowing officers:
..... .....
cc
propitiationof demons than with tho
1(1 15
Commander—John D. Everbard.
E
A. X. I’. X.
worship of a good god or gods.
OAKLAND.
A
Lt. Oumtnander— Chris Baarman.
8 15 7 1"
ra
We are enjoying the fine sleighing It was only at a much later stage in
Record Keeper— John Kenpel.
Fremont ......... II 58 8 :to
A it. M uskegoii ........ 11 00| 9 30
Finance Keeper— Hans Fisher.
for a few days and that makes it lively. man’s developmentthat tho blessings
Chaplain— Eli Wiersma.
B. Hoeksema is on the sick list.
became more pronounced than the
Train* arrive at Grand Iluiild*from the north
at 1:00 1*. M.. and 10:00 >'. m.
.Sergeautr-.lakeVan Eyck.
G. Brouwer has been re-engagedus curses; that tho good god was separated
SIccjkt* on all night train*.
church janitor for another year.
Master at arms— Lenius Van Eyck.
from the oviL An Ahriman existed in the
G. Ti miner will be our mail carrier,
1st Master of Guards— L. Huyser.
primitive mind before an Ormu/.d. It
^ ^ , '
2nd
•* — F. Vandenberg. as he was bound to have it, but be will
may be affirmedthat if early man had
LANSING A NORTHERN R.R.
Sentinel— Wm. Westhoek.
have to work for almost nothing for
esteemed tho powers as purely benevoUncle Sam.
Picket— A. Korney n.
*. n.lp. m.Ip. M.
Lr. Grand Rapid*
7 00 I 20' 6 25
The lodge Is in a flourishing condition. Christmas and New Year’s day pass- lent beings he would not originally
Ait. Grand Ledge
H 25 2 38 7 02
ed off quietly, although some of our boys have brought a sacrifice. It was only beLunging
.......
HARNESS. BUGGIES, ETC.
8 54 8 (Ml 7 25
Howell .......
h
I 9 56 3 57i 8 25
Many stubborn and aggravating cases spent their time in a way which will cause he recognized the malevolence in
II |0 5 30 10 10
63
Feed Cutters and Feed Grinders now a Specialty. | q An, Del roll .......
of rheumatism that were believed to be long linger in their memories.
tho powers that dread impelled him to
hi
!A. M Ie. M.\V. M.
G. Welters takes pride in hunting presentthem a propitiatorygift. The
incurable and accepted as life legacies,
........
7 40 I 10 6 00
“Complete Outfitters of the
x Lv. Detroit
and generallv returns with a rood lot Latin poet might therefore well say that
Howell .......
P 20 2 86 7 36 have yielded to Chamberlain'sPain
Lawinr .....
10 271 8 35 K 37 Balm, much to the surprise and gratifi- of rabbits and mu ui reels.
“fear was the first creator of the gods”
Grand Ledge,
’ll 00! 4 U0| 9 10 cation of the sufferers. One application
Annie Klomp it
\
An. Grand Uupld*
—“Primus
iuorbedeos fecit timer. "
.12 40 5 20 10 4f>
and
her
recovery
will rpliove the pain and sufferingand
doubtfi
if. x e. M.le. m.
M
(See
Conway.
Demonology and Devil
lj
B. Harmsen do
its continueduse innures an effectual
not re
HI
5 cent* foi
Loro, L. v. 7) —Rev.
u,
cure. For sale by H. Walsh, druggist. has lost his prslll
The Implement and Buggy Dealer.
thou oh tin
fc
GEO.
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mason’s plumb lino1 only » tomb of India, but a unique throughout India,
measured its first wall, or arehitect’aheathen temple, audit is a temple uu*i That evening of our return to Bom* \ /I88CIIKR. AKRNI).Attorneyat Law A Notary
Public. Collection*promptly attended t«l.
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bay I visited the Young Men 4 Chris*
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The Taj has Ifl great arched win*, With miner’s candle we had seen tian association with the same appoint* rv IKK KM A, 0. J.. Attorney at Law. Office
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over the Klrut State Huns.
down, four at each corner; also at each something of the undersideof Australia,I mouts that you find in the Yonng Men’s
of the fonr cornersof the Taj stands a1 as at Uimpio, a* with guide’s torch we Christiau associationsof Europe and
EACH, W. II.. Commlnston Merchant and
B«v. Dr. TAImac* DracrtbM at Lcagth the minaret 137 feet high; also at each side! had seen at differenttimes something America, nut the night after that I ad*
dealer In Grain, Klour and Produce. IllithKxquUU* ArehtUcUr* of the Hlsdoou of this building is a splendid mosque oil of thoundersidoof America, os iu Matu- dressed a th» mg of native childrenwho i**t market price pnld for wheat. Office, Mcllrlde
Hlock. corner Elshth and River mreeta.
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wall is cracked, nor a mosaic loosened, | ly called the Elophanta caves. Wo had der their wing of benedictiona host of fl (AO, 000, Jacob Van Puttcn,Sr., President.
\v. H. Reach, Vice President; C. VcrSchure.
Brooklyn,
Iu continuing nor an arch sagged, nor a panel dulled, i I* all ourselves,the steam yacht that j the young men of tins country. Bom* Cashier. General ItonkliiK llimine**.
his ueriM of round tho world ttonnoiiK The storms of 2fi0 winters have not! was to take us about 15 miles over the buy and Calcutta,the two great cornthrough tho press Rev. Dr. Talraage to- marred, nor the heats of 950 atmimerr harbor of Bombay and between enchant- 1 mercial cities of India, feel the clovat* r-AlRIIANKS. •l«»Uceof the Peace. Notary
Publicand Pcnidon Claim Affont, River St.
day chose for his subject “Tomb and disintegrated a marble. There is no | cd islands,and along shores whose curve* ing power of an aggressiveChristianity,near Tenth.
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M Aims..). A.. M. I). Officeover Unit State
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“From India even unto Ethiopia" (Es- here proposed to let all the centuries of The morning had been full of thunder secratiounow stand where once basest
F. 4 A. M.
ther i, 1).
time know if She was married at 90 1 mid lightning and deluge, but the at- idolatrieshad undisputed sway. The
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In all the Bible this is tho only book years of ago and died at 20. Her life mosphericagitations had ceased,
work which Shoemaker
Carey
inaugu
,
IVI. F. A A. M., Holland. Mich., will be held at
in which the word India oocnrs,but it ended as another life began. Asthorose the cloudy ruins of the storm were piled rated at Seramporc, India, translating Masonic Hall, on the evening* of Wedneaday.
Jan. 17, Feb. 14 March 21, April 18. May If. June
stands for a realm of vast Interest in the bloomed the rosebush
the heavens, huge enough and the Bible into 40 different dia ecU, and IS. July II. August 15, Sept. 12. Oct. 10, Nov. 7,
time of Esther, as in our time. It yieldotlturing With
1 darkly purple enough to make the skies leaving his woruout body amid the ua* Dec. 12; al*o on St. John's Davs-Juno 24 and
W. M.
ed then, aa now, spices and silks and cotTo adorn this dormitory of the dead,! m grandly picturesque as the earthly lives whom he had 001110 to save, and Otto Hnitman. GOTLEH LAKPPLE,
2ton and rice and indigo and ores of all at the command of the king, Bagdad -oenery amid which we
going up nto the heavens from which
KMOIITN 4»F PYTHIAS.
richness and precious stones of all sent to this building its cornelian
*>'
ho can better watch a 1 the field- ha
sparkle and bad a civilizationof its Ceylon iu lapis laruli, and Punjab its After an hour’s cutt ng through the work wi 1 beoon.p oted in the salvation Cattlel,odge.No. 153. Regular convention*
every Fridayevening at 7:30 o'clock at Hall. cor.
own as marked as Egyptian or Grecian jasper, and Persia ita amethyst, and water we came to the long pier reach- of the millionsof India, and U*side him Eighth and Market atreet*. V liltingKnight*
or Roman civilisation. It holds the cost- Tibet its turquoise, and Lanka its sap-' ing from the island called Elephanta. It gazing from the same high places stand always welcome. F. M. G 1LLK8PI E. C. C.
W. A. Iloturv.K. of It. A S.
liest tomb ever built and the most phire, and Yemen iu agate, and Punna i« Mimd small of girth, but «00 feel Bishop Hcbcr and Alexander Duff and
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evening,
Dec. 7th.
unique and wonderful idolatroustemple its diamondsand blood stones and sar* high. It declines into the marshes o! John Hcuddtr and Maekay, who fell at
ever opened. For practical lessons iu douyx and chalcedony and moss agates mangrove. But the whole island is one Delhi, anti Moncricff,who fell at CawuK. O. T. M.
this my sixth discourse in ronnd the are as common as though they were peb* tangle of foliage and verdure; conyolv* pur, and Polelmmpton, who f(“ll at
Crescent Tent, No. IW. K. O. T. M., mcetsovcry
Monday
ovcnlngatthclrhalloppoaltcCIty
Hotel.
world series I show yon that tomb and hies. You find one spray of vine beset ulus creeping the ground; mosses climb* Lucknow, and Freeman, who fell at
Thl. I» ibo clwpeM lire InmnnMMjlcr; r «
temple of India.
with 80 and another with 100 stones.! *ho roiks; vines sleeving the long Futtigarh,and all heroes mid heroines
Austin HanaiNetoN, Com.
Iu a journey aronnd the world it may
Twenty thousand men were 20 years in ®rms of the trees, red flowershere and who for Christ's sake lived and died for
not ))e easy to tell the exact point which bnilding it, and although the labor was there iu tho woods, like incendiary s the Christianization
of India, and their
STAK OF IIKTHLEI1KM CHAPTER,
NO. 40 O. K. S.
dividesthe pilgrimage into halves. But slave labor, and not paid for, the build- 1 torch trying to set the groves on Arc- heaven will not bo complete until tho
Regular meeting* will be held on the flwt
there was one structure toward which
ing cost what would be about $00. 000,- : c»ctus and acacia vying as to which can Gauges that washes the ghats of heathen Thursday evening of each month at Maaonlc
we were all tho time traveling, and hav- 000 of our American money. Some of ( most charm the beholder; tropical bird temples shall roll between churchesof Hall at 8 o'clock.
MRS. L. THURUER, W. M.
ing sec-a that wo felt that if we saw the jewels have been picked out of tho meeting particoloredbutterfly in jungles the living God, and tho trampled wornMRS C. HENJAMIN.
20nothing more our 1 rpeditionwould be wall by iconoclasts or conquerors,and planted the same summer the world was anhoud of Hindooism shall have all tho
a success. . That one object was the Taj
substitutes of less value have taken their born. W e stepped out of the l>oat amid rights purchased by him who amid tho
Mahal of India It is the crown of the places,but the vines, the traceries,tho enough natives to afford all the help we cuts and stabs of his own assassination
J. R.
whole earth. Tho spiritsof architecture arabesques,the spandrels,the entabla- needed for landing and guidance. You cried out, “Behold thy mother!”and
met to iuthronea king, and the spirit of
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
tores are so wondrousthat you feel like can ho carried by coolies iu an easy from Bengal bay to Arabian ocean, and
tho Parthenon of Athens was there, and dating the rest of your life from the day chair, or you can walk, if you ore bless* from tho Himalayas to tho coast of
Office over Holland City State Bank,
tho spirit of 8i Sophia of ConstantinoCoromandel there bo lifted
you first saw them. In letters of black cd with two stout limbs, which
,.hosannas .to
second floor.
ple was there, and the spirit of 8t Izaak marble the whole of tho Koran is spelled!psalmist evidentlylacked, or he would] him who died to redeem all nations. In
of 8t Petersburg was there, and the out in and on this august pile. The king, not have so depreciated them when he j that day Elephanta cave v/U bo one of Office Hours, 8:30 to 10:30 a. m., 2 to 4
p. in., 7 to 8 p. ra.
spirit of the Baptistery of Pisa was there, sleeps in the tomb beside the queen, al- ! «»id, “Tho Lord taketh no pleasure in | tho places where idols are cast to tho
and the spirits of the great pyramid though he intended to build a palace as the legs of a man. ” We passed up some moles and bats.
Can be found at boarding place of Mrs. *
and of Luxor obelisk, and of the PorceIf any clergyman asks me, as an unblack as this was white on the opposite fitono steps, and between the walls we
Hopk ins, south-west corner of N inth
lain towerof Nankin, and of St Mark’s
believingminister of religion once askSt. and ColumbiaAve. at night.
side of the river for himself to sleep in. Haw awaiting ns a cobra, ouo of those
of Venico, and tho spiritsof all the Indeed the foundation of such a uecrop- snakes which greet tho traveler ofttimes ed tho Duko of Wellington, “Do you
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Flattering, No Appetite, Could
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"For a long time I had a terrible
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and could not sleep. I would be
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gas from my stomach until I thought
every minute would be my last.
There was a feeling: of oppression
about my heart, and I was afraid to
draw a full breath. I could not sweep
a room without resting. Uy husband
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sleep well Its effect was truly marvelous."
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groat towers, great cathedrals, great olis of black marble is still there,
India. Two of the guides left the co- uot think that tho work of converting
mausoleums, great sarcophagi, great from tho white to the black temple of bra dead by the wayside. They must tho Hindoos is all a practical farce?” I
capitols for the living and of great netho dead a bridge was to cross, but tho have been Mohammedans, for Hindoos answer him as Wellington auswered
PHYSICIAN AND S LIU. EON.
cropolises for tho dead were there. And
the unbelieved minister, “Look to your
son dethroned him and imprisoned him, ! never kill that sacred reptile,
the presidinggenins of the throng with
and it is wonderfulthat tho king
And now we come near the famous marching orders, sir!” Or if any one Office over the Post Office, second floor.
gavel of Parian marble smote the table any place at all in which to be buried. ! temple hewn from ouu*rock of porphyry having joined in tho gospel attack feels
Calls day or night promptly attendof Russian malachite, and called the Instead of windows to let in tho light ; at l«a»t 800 years aga On either side of like retreating I say to him, as General
ed to. I can be found at my
throng of spirits to order, and called for
upon the two tombs, there is a trellis ! the chief temple is a chapel, these cot Havelock said to a retreatingregiment,
office at
14-l^r
a vote as to which spirit should wear the
work of marble, marble cut so delicate- 1 out °f the same stone. So vast was the “The enemy are in front, not in the
chief crown, and monut the chief throne,
rear," and leading them again into the
ly thin that the sun shines through it as undertakingand to the Hindoo was so
and wave the chief scepter, and by unaneasily as through glass. Look the world ; great the human impossibility
that they fight, though two horses hud been shot
HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK.
imous acclaim the cry was: “Long live over and find so much translncency, ! 8aJ the gods scooped out this structure under him.
Blfhlh Mreet, Hellaod, Mte*.
the spirit of the Taj, king of all the canopies,traceries, lace work, embroid- ! from tho rock and carved the pillars
Flfhtlnff For Chri*t.
^I'Sos. spirits of architecture!Thine is the Taj eries of
Ketobltohad1575.
and hewed its shape into gigantic idols
Indeed the taking of this world for
laoerporated m a State Bank In 1850.
Mahal of India!”
We had heard of the wonderful reso- fln,I dedicated it to all the grandeurs, Christ will be no holiday celebration,
Many ladies have used our machines
FolflllaAll Expectation*.
nance of this Taj, and so I tried it. I We climb many stone steps before we but as tremendous as when in India A general banking business transacted
twenty to thirtyyears in their family work,
Interestpain on certlfioetee.
The bnilding is about six miles from suppose there are more sleeping echoes 1 8et to the gateways. The entrance to during tho mutiny of 1857 a fortress
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by the human voice than in any build- leaning on sculptured devils. How by Sir Colin Campbell and the army of
Many of our machinesnave run more
$50,000.
than' twenty years without repairs, other and wheels that pulled and tamed us ing ever constructed.I uttered one word, strange! But I have seen doorkeepers of Britain. Tho sepoys hurled upon the
than needles. With proper care they along the road, at every yard of which and there seemed descending invisible churches and auditoriums who seemed attackingcolumns burning missiles and
never wear out; and seldom need repair. our expectationsrose until we had some choirs in full chant, and there was a re- 1 to bo leaning on the demons of bad veu- grenades, and fired on them shot and
We have built sewing machines for thought that we might be disappointed verberatiouthat kept on long after one tilatiou and asphyxia Doorkeepers shell, and poured on them from the President, • Jacob Van Putten, SB.
more than forty years and have constantly *4 Mm 4t«4 gtinpae, as tome say they
W. H. Beach.
would have expected it to cease. When I ought to be leaning on the angels of ramparts burning oil until a writer who Vloe-Pres’t,
Improved them. We bund our machines
were disappointed. But bow can any a line of a hymn was snug, there were health and comfort and life. All the witnessed it says, “It was a picture of Cashier.
C. Ver Sohubb.
on honor, and they are recognizedeverywhere as the most accuratelyfitted and one be disappointedwith the Taj is al- replying,roiling, rising, falling, inter- 1 **xton* and janitorsof the earth who pandemonium.”Then Sir Colin adfinely finishedsewing machines in the most as great a wonder tome as the Taj weaving sounds that seemed modulated 1 have spoiled sermons and lectures and dressed his troops, saying, “Remember
world. Our latest, the “No. 9,“ is the itself.There are some people always by beings seraphic. There were aerial poisoned the lungs of audiences by inef- the women and children must bo resresult of our long experience. In com- disappointed,and who knows but that soprauosand bassos, soft, high, deep, 1 Hcieucy ought to visit this cave cf Ele- cued!” and his men replied:“Aye, aye,
petition with the leading machines of the having entered heaven they may criti- tremulous, emotional, commingling.It pbanta a»»l beware of what these door- Sir Colin ! We stood by you at Balaworld, it receivedthe Grand Prize at the cise the architectureof the temple and was like an autiphoual of heaven. But keepers are doing, wlu n instead of leanklava, and wo stand by you here. ” And
Paris Exposition of 1889, as the best,
the cat of the white robes, and say that there are fonr or five Taj Mahals. It has
on tho angelic they lean on the do- then came tho triumphant assault of the
other machines receivingonly compli4
the river of Life is not quite up to their one appearance at sunrise, another at mouiac.
battlements.So in this gospel campaign,
mentary medals of gold, silver and bronze.
1° those Elephanta caves everything which proposes capturingtho very last
The Grand Prize was what all sought for, expectations,and that the white horses noon, another at souset and another by
on which the conquerors ride seem a lit- moonlight Indeed the silver trowel of
on a Saim.onia» and Titanian scale, citadel of idolatry and sin aud hoisting
and our machine was awarded it.
the moon, and the golden trowel of the With chisels that were dropped from over it tho banner of the cross wo may
Send for our illustratedcatalogue. We tle spring halt or spavined?
My son said, “There it is!” I said, sunlight,
_____ ^
___ the
__________________
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leaden trowel of the nervelesshands at least eight centuries have hurled upon us mighty opposition IF YOU WANT
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which be saw to be ^torm build and rebuild the glory, so ' *g°< the for us of the gods Brahma and and scorn aud obloquy, and many may
WHEELERS WIlSOH MFC. CO. tho building seemed to mo to be more t|,at never seems twice alike. It has Vishnu and Siva were cut into tho ever- fall before the work is done, yet at every
PURE,
like the morning cloud blushing under | au moods, all complexions, all gran-! lasting rock. Siva is here representedby call for new onset let the cry of tho
05 4107 Wabash avc., Chicago.
FRESH,
the stare of tho rising sun. It seemed i gCQrH Fro’ra the top of tho Taj, which a fi«ur« 10 frut 0 inches high, one-half church be: “Aye, aye, great captain of
FOll SALK Y
not so much built up from eartb as let j jg 250 feet high, springs a spire 30 feet ,1,an nn,i one-halfwoman. Run a lino our salvation!We stood by tbeo in othdown from heaven. Fortunately you | higher,and that is enameled gold. What ! from tho center of the forehead straight er conflicts,aud we will stand by thee
H.
stop at an elaborated gateway of red j an anthera iu eternal rhythm! Lyrics to tliy floo* of the rock, and you divide to tho last.” And then, if not iu this
sandstone one-eighthof a mile from the i an(i eiegies iu marble. Sculptured ho- this idol into masculine and feminine. world, then from the battlementsof tho
CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED.
Taj, an entrance so high, so arched, so sauna Masonry as of supernaturalAdmired as this idol is by many, it was next, us the last Appolyouic fortificagraceful,so four domed, so painted and hands. Mighty doxology in stone. I to me about the worst thing that was tion shall crash into ruin, we will join
chiseled and scrolled that you come shall see nothing to equal it till I see Lever cu^ into porphyry, perhaps because in tho shout, “Thanks bo unto God,
PERFUMES,
very gradually upon tho Taj, which the great white throne, and on it him there is hardly anything on earth so ob- whogivothus the victory!” “HalleluTOILET ARTICLES,
structure is enough to intoxicatethe eye from whoso face the earth and heavens j jectionabloas a being half man and half iah, for tho Lord God omnipotent
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is the now faoout
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The Pride of
! Man is admirable,and woman is admithe soul. Wo go up the winding stairs
of this majesticentranceof the gateway,
Tho Taj is the pride of India, aud es- ! rable, but eitiierin flesh or traprock a
Genuine Mocha and Java coffee,Jaand buy a few pictures, and examine a pecially of Mohammedanism.An Eng- compromiseof the two is hideous. Save pan teas, spices and baking powders, at
few curios, and from it look oft upon the lish officer at the fortresstold ns that us from effeminate men and masculine The Holland Tea Store. A beautiful
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Taj, and descend to tho pavement of the when during the generalmutiny iu 1857 women
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or more.
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garden that raptures everything between tho Mohammedans proposed insurrection
Yonder is tho King Havana worshipthe gateway and tho ecstasyof marble at Agra the English governmentaimed
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Ca»e«.
BOW,
and preciousstones. You pass along a tho guns of (ho fort at the Taj and said, ing. Yonder is tho sculptured repreS. H. Clifford. New Cassel,Wis., was
the only bow (ling) which cannot be pulled deep stream of water iu which all man“You make insurrection, aud that same sentatatiou of the marriage of Siva troubled with Neuralgiaand Hheumaor wreochcd from the case. Can only be
ner of brilliantfins swirl and float. day wo will blow your Taj to atoms,” and Purhati. Yonder is Daksha, the
tism, his Stomach was disordered,iiis
ENGLISH BIBLES
had on cases containingthis trade mark.
There are 84 fountains that spout and and that threat ended the disposition for sou of Brahma, born from the thumb Liver was affected to an alarming de
-mavm Mrof his rigi.t hand. Ho had 00 daugh- groe. appetitefell away, and lie was terbend and arch themselves to fall in mutiny at Agra.
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soon to have of what human genius did have been to expend 100,000,000,which skulls. The right hand god is in a par- years' standing. Used three bottles of
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you in welcome.On and on you go amid mnrittl observatories.By all possible risi,J«t0 tJl« roof. After the conquerors
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a dividingline between reasonablecom- 1 a,'° enough ••ntrancementsleft to detain
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An Idral Mcuiurtol.
As you approach the door of tho Taj The Taj Mahal lias its uses as au archi- down with some of tho malarias which such as, repairingsewing machines, You will like our goods and Prices.
tectural achievement, eclipsing all other ' encompass this island or get bitten with locks, guns, umbrellas, or small ma| one experiences a strange sensationof
chinery of any kind, call at John F.
of jt« ™ak<-*«- Yes, I ^dtthc chilly
awe and tenderness aud humility and architecture, but as a memorialof a
Zalsman on Eighth street, in tho base
parted
wife
and
mother
it
expresses
no
dampness
of
the
place
and
left
this
j worship. The building is only a grave,
nientof the American Hot*?), next door
but what a grave! Built for a queen, more than tho plainest slab iu many a congress of gods, this pandemonium of to C. Hlom’s bakery, Holland, Mich. 43tf
''7lV5«rsK
who, according to some, was very good, country graveyard. The best monument | demons, this pantheon of indifferent
aud according to others was very bad. 1 we can any of us have built for ns when deities, aud came to tho steps and lookt&jm choose to think sbo was very good. At wo are gone is in the memory ol those ! <*d off upon tho waters which rolled and
makes me teei
feel oetier
better to whose sorrows we have alleviated, iu H®*hed aronnd the steam yacht that
w
a 1 r J r J a xr any rate, it maxes
the wounds we have healed, in the kindwaiting to return with us to Bom- When llaby wa* nick, wo gave her Caxtoria.
jl
J
/
; think that thi* commemorativepilo was
When ifliowo* a Child, oho cried for CwAorla.
ip for tho immortalizationof virtoo ue^-cK wo have done, iu the ignorance j ^ay. As we stepped aboard, our minds
Msuufxcturer of aad denier in
wo
have
enlightened,
iu
the
recreant
we
Alh'd
with
the
idols
of
ttbe
Elephanta
j
WLcnahe became Mtos, she clung to Casterla.
rather than vice, The Taj is a mountain
.OIE8, Road Waoonb and Carts
of v bite marble, but never such walls have reclaimed, iu the mjuIh we have •.iv! I \v;i iiiipM ' >1 a- ij"V< r le terc When idle had Children, *be gare them Cwterla.
faced each other with exquisitenoss; saved. Buell a monument is built out of with the thought that man must have
OF ILL KINDS.
manufadur Lumber Wagons. never uch a tomb was cut from block material more lasting than marble or a religion of Homo kind even if ho ha*
Wagons and all tf lihbr.Mter; never such a congregation bronze and will xtand amid tho eternal to contrive one himself, and he must
Drays. D
71;,
hplcadore Jong after tho Taj Mahal of have a god even thoreb he tr.ako it
cf precious stones Tightened and gloom'f ynv went a good roast of beef, pork,
CemmtrcltlWork a SpeoUHf.
India rinll Jmvo gone down in the it. in* with bit* own hand. I rejoice to know
twill blazed and chastened and glori*
tho
day
will
come
when
the
one
God
tf
,;..U!r
ir veal, go to Price A Co.
diug fcineo eculptor’H chisel cut j of a world of which it w;
tliut
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that
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MEYER & SON.

PRESCRIPTIONS
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Insured Free.
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and School

TEXT BOOKS.
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JOB PRINTING

.

Ottawa County Times

I

;bth Street, near City Mill*.

at Lansing. This meeting was u

Cash Meat Market.
Commi* cora m. Goodenow, Euiior.

Just opened with u
and select

\

full

STEAKS

Answers to Questions:—
The two

CASTOR

I

A

the

CMtori* if Dr. Samuel Pitcher*! preecription for Infinite
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for Parefforic,Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor Oil.
It Is Pleasant. Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays
feverishness. Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipationand flatulency.
Castoria assimilatesthe food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas«
toria is the Children’s Panacea— the Mother’s Friend.

LARD

\
Smoked Meats
and everything belonging in a
first-class meat market.

VEGETABLES IN SEASON.
hope to merit a share of your patronage by running a neat and complete
market.

BERT DOK,

good offoct upon Ihdr chlldrw."
Di. Q. 0. Oaoooo,
Lowell,

VAN BREE & SON,

- •

holiday excursions of the time wore
shrine of St.

M Cutorla li tbo bat remedy far ehOdiea of
which I am acquainted. I hope the dey la not

ment have spoken highly of their experi-

Constantly keep on hand the

Dn. J. F. Kotculos,
Oooway, Ark.

Largest Stock of Drugs and Medicines.

lbs Comtowr Cm y—

d

y, TT

”

Thomas at

land. Persons of

we are free to ooofam that tha
merits of Caetoria baa won us to look with
favor upon it.”

Diamim,
Boatoo, Mass.

Allsx C. Smith, Prtt.,

around the

AND

THE BEST

Lowest Prices.

Wood Cooking

STOVES

PrescriptionsCarefully Compounded at

jovial

women

Zeeland, Ottawa Co.,

the numerator in the
mer divided by the latter.
traction and

relief,

lot 30,

Questions:—

Nicholas Kothe and wife to James H.
June, wi nwi sec. 27, Allendale, $2,800.

4C‘ AllC,rr“tond‘"c(*tr‘ct-

Mahh.

Bank

J. B.

VAN ORT

President.

Etc.,

HAVE YOUR JOB PRINTING DONE AT

Messrs. Louis Plant, Numca; Marvin

The TIMES’ OFFICE.

RIVER STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

Stock. PIANOS, ORGANS,

Very Few Expenses,

SEWING MACHINES,

Celling at Close Figures,

the

Guitars, Banjos, aad Violins,

Consequence.

MUSIC BOOKS, ETC.

selected stock of Pianos, Organs, Sewing Machines

and Musical Instruments which we

sell at

nearly factory prices.

us we save you aU expenses paid to traveling salesmen

agents, whose profits run up the prices of these goods.

Gut Down Our Eipenses lo Almost Nothing.

no rent to pay nor commission to Salesmen-the Pen

of

and

Cash only and thus get the Lowest Rock Bottom prices

Manufacturers who appreciate cash customers.

We Guarantee everything we
We keep

25-lyr

HOLLAND, MICH.

-AND

-

sell

as represented.

repairs for Pianos. Organs and all kinds

Sewing Machines.

Repair Shop.

majority of cases no attentionis paid to
a cold, therefore nearly half of the people have chronic catarrh in some form.

To neglect a cold is to invite catarrh.
The second stage of catarrh is sometimes called an old cold. If in the head,
land, students of the State University, there is roaring, cracking in the ears,
silent the holidays with parents
periodical headache,and confusion of
Warren Maxfleld, student in the the senses. If in the nose, discharge,
sneezing,noisy breathing, and bad
Madical College, Chicago,returned to
breath. In the throat it produces enhis work Monday.
larged tonsils, hawking, sore throat,
Mies Hattie Maxlield, a teacher in hoarseneess or weak voice. When the
the Mackinaw City schools, spent tho catarrh reaches the bronchial tubes and
lungs it producescough, pain in the
holidays with parents at Coopersville.
chest, expectoration, night sweats, loss
Miss Grace Mines, Nunica, a student of flesh and shortnessof breath.
at the State Normal, returned to Ypsi*
A cold in the head, which a single
bottle of Pe-ru-nawill cure, soon belanti Wednesday.
comes a case of chronic catarrh, which
Misses Myra Dickerson and Myra
wil[ require many bottles to entirely
Woodman left Wednesday for their cure. A sore throat, which one bottle
work, the former teacher in Wayne and of Pe-ru-na will cure, soon becomes
and the latter in Kent county. Very chronic pharyngitis or enlarged tonsils
which will require many bottles. A
pleasant reports come from their work
slight cough, which, without a vestige
abroad.
of doubt, would soon disappear with the
Miss Hattie Hawley and pupils of dis- use of Pe-ru-na, becomes chronic bronchitis, which requiresa persistent use
trict No. I, Blendon.rcpoot sixteendolof Pe-ru-na for some time. There are a
lars for a library.
great many cases of consumption each
Miss Jennie Boost and pupils in tho year duo directlyto a neglect of coughs,
Alward school, Georgetown,report live colds, etc., which, if Pe-ru-na had been
kept in the house and used according
dollarstowards a library.
to directions, would have been preDiphtheria in the family of Mrs Cur- vented.
rie Wells has caused her resignation us
For a free treatise on catarrh,coughs,
colds, consumption, and all diseases of
teacher in tho Eastmunvllle school.
Miss G, May Goodenow has resigned winter, send to The Pe-ru-na Drug Manufacturing Company, Columbus,Ohio.
her position in the Tallmadge school
Elenbaas, Hol-

for a time, caused by tho sickness of her
sister, Miss Florence.

The undersigned has opened

A

_

a black-

•mith shop in the place formerly occupied by Henry Visaer on South Rirer

Street. Herse-shoelnf, Job Work, and
$11 repairing promptly attendedto at
oasonable prices. I will be happy to
meet my friends, acquaintancesand
new customers at my place of businesa.

L. Visser,

Jr...

f SOUTH RIVER STREET,

HOLLAND. MICH.

PUMPS.
A completeline of

WOODEN PUMPS
Iron or Drive

Pumps

large assortmentof solid silver

forks, spoons, etc., at Stevenson’s jew-

Mr. W. F. Dourna’shealth has caused elry store.
him U> resign his work at Borculofor
Use Wells’ Laundry Blue, the best
three months.
bluing for Laundry use. Each package
Miss Sarah Smith has been engaged makes two quarts, 15 cts. Sold bv
to teach the Sullivan school,Muskegon Brink & Kool. Sold by Van Breo &
Miss Cassa M. King will teach the
winter term of tho French school,

the Mail are our Agents.
for

A number of EAST EIGHTH STREET,

Turner, Grand Haven; H. H. Lucas, A.

county.

We buy

—

Wood Stones

AN OLD COLO

nesday.

Meyer t Son’s Music House

of

5.

Misses Louise Lillie of Coopersville, 1* Chronic Catarrh, the Worst Disease
Mabel Orchardson of Spring Lake,
Known.

Van Duren, and John

fine

Minneapolis, Jan.

trees

The first stage of catarrh is commonly
Cole of Berlin, students of the State called catching cold. It may begin in
Normal, returned to their work Wed- the head, nose, throat or lungs. In the

Cashier.

have a

Splendid Oil Heaters

Cassa Chappell of Berlin, and Mr. Ira

Mokma,

A Large Patronage

Stewart Base Burners

the “Garden of the Gods”?

tion of land?

$50,000.00.
G. W.

Argand Cook,

copper so called?

is

are quinine, choco- noted cowboys have arranged for a race
on bronchos from this city to Chicago
late, sago, and tapiocaobtained?
Feb. 7. Each man will start with five
How does the greatest depth of the horses and it will take about five days
ocean compare with the greatest eleva- to finish the race.

EIGHTH STREET,

Cor. Klghth and Market Streets.

Isaac Cappon,

is

Tiemen Smith et. al., to Augustus
Names, wi lot 14, block 9, Southern

at rock-bottomprices.

add., Holland, $1,200.

From what

Dealer in Hardware, Tinware, Stoves, Paints, Oils, Etc.

With Saving's Department.

-

the richest and oldest tin

'

Joliet, Sault Ste Marie.

CALL ON

First State

selling

STOVES

John Mowatand wife to Hans J. Plett,
Macatawa Park Grove, $500.
M. Elzinga to Pieter Mol, sei sei sec.

for-

Coal

adopted only after years of experience. All oruera supplieddirect from our office. Price per

REMEDY CO.. Boston.

Keeps right on

Reitz De Haan and wife to Marten De
and many others.
Haan, ej nei nei sec 24, Olive, $400.
and where is the “Holy Sea”?
Gerhard Walcott and wife to Berend
Come and see me, I can save you
Upon what does the depth of lakes Walcott, nwi nwi sec, 21, Allendale,
$i)00,
depend?
money on
T. M. Reid and wife to Lettie Reid,
What is the depth of Lake Erie?
part sec. 4, Holland, $400.
Whaty^lor Is China Sea?
Lillie T. French et. al., toR. S Cross
Words mispronounced—Quincy, Ant- sei rei sec. 16, Tallmadge, $100.
artic, Colombia, Missouri, Rio Grande,
or
Another Cowboy’* Kace.
Alabama, Danish, Utah, Argentine,

Michigan.

PERIMENT, butaticlemlHcand
ponitive

$750.

part lot 5, block 51, Holland, $250.

What
What

PENNYROYAL PILLS

We have

Age.

of the

•*

sometimes called the Indian notation.

Why

the celebratedFemale Regulator are
perfetly w/rand tlwayt retMU. Forall
Irregularities,
painful MenatruatlonH,
huimreiwlon, etc., they nntr fail loafYord a tpttdy aud certain relief. NO EX-

We

Darwin C. Huff and wife to Allen A.
Huff, w* nei sw* sec. 3, Holland, $200.

land on sec. 15, Olive, $80q.

similar fractions as in addition or sub-

mines?

The Druggists,

retail

Literary

Achievement

It ia nuda on Saw Plana br tha baat Til ant
Darwin C. Huff and wife to Janies E.
them on
Xta Sdltora number 847.
Huff, «4 nei »wi sec. 3, $200.
horseback to ride to Canterburyand
In preparation4 yean.
Ella W. Thomson to P. A. Stegenga,
Has a wonderful Vocabulary of nearly
made each tell a tale. These pure tales part nwi sei sec. 18, 15, $100.
300,000
WORDS AND PHRASES.
take in the whole range of poetry of
Johannes Dykema and wife to Mary
More
than Twloa the Words found In any
the middle ages, the legends of the saint, E. Diekema, part lots 1, 2 and 3, block
other 1 Vol. Dictionary,and about 75,000 more
words than Any Othar Dictionaryof the
the romance of the knight, wonderful 12, Hope College add., $3,000.
Language.
Win. J. Wilson to Ida Van dor Till,
fables of the traveller,the course tale
Particularssent free to any address.
of common life, the love story, the alle- nwi swi«cc. 28, Blendon, $1,000.
PRICE (12 tO 122 daSafif.
Ida Van der Till to Johannes VanDyk
gory, the satiricallay, and the apoTHE FULLER BOOK CO.. SllSStS-—
et. al., nwi swi sec. 28, Blendon, $300.
logue.
Berend Zuiverink and wife to Pieter Or apply to our Local Agent.
More’s Utopia represents an imaginH. Isenhoff,swi sei sec. 21, Blendon,
ary island, discovered by a companion $1,000.
of Vespucci, as enjoyingthe greatest
Pieter H. Isenhoff and wife to Marten

Where are

VAN BREE & SON,

and

Grandest

of every class of society, set

all hours.

In buying

Malinda M. Morse toCornellus Pierce,
nwi sec. 23, Coopersville,$150.

The Arabic notation was introduced 17, Blendon, $700.
into Europe by the Arabs who borrowed
C. Van Loo et. al., to Geert Bussis.e
It from the Hindoos about 773 A. D., \ sei nei sec. 20, and swi nwi sec. 21,
among whom it had been in use more Blendon, $800.
Marietta VanO’Linda to C. P. Becker
than 3,000 years. For this reason it is

before you buy elsewhere.

We

DOLLARS.

Georgetown,$375.

Helen M. Chapel and husband to G.
idend and divisor must be reduced to Himelberger,part sec. 23, Coopersville,

for Prices

A Choice

MILLION

Willemtje Balkema to Mary M. Chil-

For convenience.Otherwisethe div-

Just received one carload of Oil Cake.

H.

ONE

Dingness Van Dyk by guar, to J. Snitthose then existing elsewhere. The seler, undi ei nei sec. 28 and part ei se
i sec. 21, Georgetown, $900.
name has passed into all languages of
Ira Scott and wife to Nelson
Europe to signify a state of ideal per- Northrop, nwi nwi sec. 15, and other

GASOLINE

FOR
Paints, Oils and Varnishes.

CAPITAL

COST
NEARLY

son, part sec. 24,

London

fection.

15-dm. PARK

IT

madge

W

Perfumes and Toilet Articles.

P^VnlT^

WAGNALLS CO., NEW YORK.

in contradistinctionto the defects of

Largest Stock of

P

4

Rlnkea, n* ni sei sec. 4, Crockery, $1300.

Canterbury,

all ranks in

FUNK

perfectionin law, politics and religion, Krikke, swi sei sec. 21, Blendon, $1000.

Stx^t, Haw York City,

Spectacles and Eye Glasses.

tARK

StandardewaUMIB
HctionarY
IT

Henry Aussleker and wife to August
W. Aussieker, und$ swj sw* sec. 2, Hol-

5,

Largest Stock of

Ask

ARE YOU POSTED

Melissa Huff to Darwin C. Huff, ni ni
the frame in which to set his pictures swi see 3, Holland,$400

products, yet

Mmrmy

adsorbs tin* tumors, iillays tin* Itchli k ut once,
acts hh a uptiltlce.gives Instant rellet. Dr. WII>'.n'sI tin Inti I'lleOIntmentIs preiinredonly for
I llcsnnu itchlnirof tho privateparts, and nothing elso. Every box Is gtmrantml. Sold bv
druggists,tent by mail, for >1 per box. Williams
M f g Co.. 1’ropr s, Cleveland.O.
Sold oiiHguarnntefl
by J. O. Docshnrg, Holland.

from an inn. Chaucer seized on this as

ence in their outside practice with Ceetoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplieswhat ia known ns regular

HoenriL and

1

life met and traveled together,starting pt ho}

Our phyridans in the ehlldraa's depart-

Usmo

I

words

month.

Jacomiona Van Plcnbroek to Rinke

the seat of tho metropolis of all Eng-

adaptedto children that
superior to aoy prescription

B. A. Arcs u, X. D.,
Ml So. Oxford St., Brooklyn,N. T.

section over the result.

K«mI Estate Transfera.

three or four days' journeys to see the

ao well

recommendit aa
known to me.”

thin

'‘Lire

of this state.

host of the Tabard inn, men and

Mm.

ferdietentwhen mothers wiUooaeMer the reel
latenetoftheir children, ead use Ceatorieinstead of the rerioue quack Doetrame which are
deetrojlaftheir loved ones, hyfarafafopium,
morphine, toothingsyrup and other hurtful
ageote down their throats,thereby sending
them to premature grtves.*'

MICH.

le

I

Kuite,

The Druggists,

“ Castoria

some time

independently and then fitted into the land, $120.
frrmeworkof the Prologue 1388. Others E. Belle Philo to Herman Oalker, pt
sec.
were added until Chaucer’s death. The nej
o^sec.^n^ojart
wl nwl sec. 16, Tall-

Castoria.

( u ezMUot nwdidM for chfltow. Motbenhoro ropMtodijtoldmoofiU

s|)cll

1“ '

11

--------------PILES
PILES
PILES!
IlrWUHamf Indian I’lloOintmentwill euro
blind, blf-edlng, niceratedand Itohlni; l ins. it

book published in the English ples to place before the boys and girls

first

of life. He grouped

Castoria.

Building formerly occupied by
* Frank
River Street.

ZEELAND

lars of plans fonmulated and list of

Shakespearewas the greatestdramatist. His greatesttragedy was Hamlet.
The Counterbury Tales were written

We

im'

great, creative minds of the

tongue.

SAUSAGES

;

Milton was nicknamed the “Tody”
Any school commissioner, any memfrom his beauty and delicate taste and ber of the board of examiners,and any
morality.
teacher who indulges in tho use of toBeouyell °f the HistoryosofTroye bacco in any form, were denounced in
put through the at Bruges, 1414, was emphatic language as being unlit exam-

BACON

HAMS

d.

State Sup’t Pattongell is to issue oireu-

17th century wore Milton and Bunyan. to

MUTTON

i
,

luted and a revival in spellingpropos.

y

PORK

hi ilohimtawn.

'*u., Jan. 0.—

.I,,, ,

[

ROASTS

/

educationalJohnstown,
|

.
o^niminlCHHons to this department should
be sent to ttie Editor. Berlin,Mioh.|

What

line of

feast)

Thunder
work. Tho commissioners' section was ai1,1* ''-h’ni'igushcicd in a cold rain
» «l'iritc.l mcotlop. Some valuol.le IT,'
i.
n'i'M i In* rlvor Is rising with a rush
changes in tho school law were formu- and much uneasiness is felt throught
to any one interested in

Son, Zeeland.

3

K.

AND
We

FORCE PUMPS.

can save you money on these.

SPRAYERS for sprayingfruit

trees,

small fruits and vegetables.

Household Treasure.

D. W. Fuller of Canajohario, N. Y.,
HORSESHOEING carefullyexecuted.
says that ho always keeps Dr. King's
Miss Lizzie Golden received a book Now Discovery in tho house and his
General blacksmithingand
Repair work
of poems as a remembrance of Chrbt- family has always found the best results
follow its use; that he would not bo
of all kinds.
mus from her pupils in tho Jerico school. without it, if procurable. G. A. DykeMiss Mina Koach who has completed man, Druggist,Catskill,N. Y.. says
—A full lino of—
a fall terra of school at North Robinson, that
Dr. Teh
Kings New Discovery
Vr..i'
discovery is
is ununCrockery.

"

enters the Berlin school us student.
Miss Agnes Brown of Dennison takes

“^h?tT&1.hXtTlghh8;iWAGON HARDWARE
“r WtoVS d,°rl“» conntantly„„ h,„d.

Miss G. May Good enow’s place in the
Tallmadgeschool.
remedyio longtried and tewted.

Ottawa county was well represented
at the State Teachers’ associationheld

size 50c and $1.00.

Trial

Hn?X

T

,

Jolin De Kruif,
ZLKLAND, MICH.

The

THE RENOWNED CHEMIST.

KICHARIMOX IH OPFOUICU.

Circuit Court.

Tl>« Michigan

regular term of circuit court
Gr.nl Haven Monday

CongrMainnnDoacn’t Uk* w.

U. Mom, M. D.. r. H. H. M*., also KUIlor
lh* WMlN*ld L**d*r of Now Jon*r>

of

lh* Currency Hill.

will convene in

Prof. Morse, who is also leader of a
Washington, January 7.— (Special.)
The Democratic house caucus this after- medical work entitled “New TherapeuCriminal—People vn Wm. Bell, Ihi- noon on the Springer currency bill was tical Agents,” writes: Pe-ru-na, manufactured by Tho Pe-ru-naDrug Comceny; Peo. va Clarence E. Dudley, aa* enlivened by a number of intereeting
speeches,one of the first being made by pany of Columbus, Ohio, Has commendaault with intent to bodily harm; Peo.
Representative Richardson,of Grand ed itselfto medical men and their pava P. M. Deremo auault; Peo. va Wm. Rapids. Mr. Richardsonsaid that the tienta as a specific for la grippe and Its
with the followingcanon on the calendar.

A
WOMAN’S

Zeeh, bastardy; Peo. va R. Hunt, viola- operation of the bill would bo tosequee- sequels. It fully approves itself for this
purpose, and is remedialfor all brontion of liquor law; Poo. va Tiemen ter of the government legal tender currency a sum equal to 30 per cent of the chial troubles. Its action is both local
Slagh, Tiemen Smith and Cornelius
notes issued under the bill and permit and constitutional,and it is entirely
Steffens,arson; Peo. va Jacob Bauer, the distractionfrom the treasury legal harmless. The distinctionaccorded to
bastardy;Peo. va tierrit Noordbof, tender equal to 70 per cent of notes it belongs to no other remedy of which
PROF. W. H. Morse.
issued by state and national banks. we
bastardy; Peo. va C. Luther, appeal.
Westfield,N. J., Deo. 29, 1892.
The gold reserve Is open to raids of the
Issue of fact, jury trials; D. O. Wat- bankers just the same If the bill passes
No matter at what part of the mucus
son vs Geo. Mead and Philena Mead; as it now is, and the inducement will membrane the irritationof acute caCasper Prayer va Ed. J. McNaughton; be greater then than now, because the tarrh Is located, Pe-ru-na is the only
legal tender notes redeemed then may remedy that will, under all circumstanD. Vyn va B. D. Keppel;Thos.Millingbe destroyed, while now they are re- ces, effect a cure. In acute caUrrh the
ton va Geo. W. Shears; Roel of Van issued. The gold reserve will be de- dose is a teaspoonfui of Pe-ru-na every
pleted, bonds will have to be issued and two hours during the day, which will
den Berg va. 0. & W. M. Ry.
the bill cannot but Increase the proba- invariablyeffect a cure in from seven to
Issue of fact, non jury:— Thoa. Haw bility of bond issues, and will result in
ten days. In chronic catarrh Pe-ru-na
vi June* Hu it'ey; P. J. Pox vs W. H. the destructionand sequestrationof all should be taken, a teaspoonful before
Woodbury; Prank Rathbonu vsBuswell the legal tenders, which will be re- each meal auu at bedtime. This dose
A Co.. H. DcKrulf vs D. H. Bennett; placed by state and nationalbank note should be gradually increased to two
circulation. Another bad feature of tablespoonfuls at each dose. If not
Jas. O'Connell vs Jacob Van der Veen the bill is that the pledges the individ
cured by end of one month, write Dr.
garnishee of Globe Match Co., Dia- ual deposits in banks for tho security Hartman. Answer free.
Every one should have a free copy of
mond Glue Co., vs Jacob Van dor Veen, of the bank notes. Tho bill cannot in
any way relieve the treasury,but will the latest book on catarrh. Sent free
garnishee of Mutch Co.
certainlyincrease its difficulties. The to any address by the Pe-ru-na Drug
Chancery:—Frederik Bos va Cornelia bill is a bad one and ought not to be ManufacturingCompany of Columbus,
Bos, divorce; Edward Miller vs Mary psNsed; better far leave matters as they

know.

Ohio.

APPROVAL
COUNTS
We want

__

____

Miller, divorce: Jas. Edwards va S. M.

A W. M. and D. L. A N.
Mr. Whiting is opposed to the bill on
the ground, as he states,that it will
HOMESEEKKRS’ EXCURSION RATES.
neither strenghtenthe banks nor be of
Tickets will be sold by the C. A W.
and service to the people. It proposes
to increase the bank substitutes for M. and D. L. A N. agents on dates
money, and yet does not increase the named below at very low rates for round
redemption money, and thereby lessens trip, on account of Homeseekers’Excur, ,
the confidencein banks. While at the
Lizzie Malone, et al.
Jun’y 8th and Pcb'y oth, to points
present time there is no greater interWhat utiraud llaplda Miller Tiiluks of llol- est than fullest confidence in the banks south of the Ohio River; Jan’y 15th, to
limd Wheat I’rlres.
ability both to redeem their issues or to points west and southwest, return limit
20 to 30 days.
The NorthwesternMiller of Dec. 28, meet the demands of tho depositors, Agents will give full information on
the friends of the bill claim that it is
1864, has the following from the pen of
the banking business. In his opinion application.Geo. DeHaven,
_
G. P. A.
the Voigt Milling Co., of Grand Rap- the bill only takes away the benefits
ids, in respect to prices paid for wheat that the governmentmight derive
Overcoats, Woolen Underwear, Etc.
by the Walsb-De Roo Milling Co., of from being in the banking business
You want to save money on your cloIf the government is to go out of the
this city:
business, it should go out entirely. thing when you can. You can do it if
"As the renortato our secretaryshow This, then, would neccessitatea broader you will buy your overcoats,caps, woolGrand Rapids has been paying about basis of coining money and would bring en underweaV,etc., of us. We have
what wheat could bear for snipment to about what is, in his opinion, the only the most complete stock you can imaDetroit or Toledo, or about 7c under true solution of the present difficulty gine; new goods just received.Call on
Detroit, while our mutual friend has in- —the full use of the white metal that us.
JONKMAN A DYKEMA,
sisted upon paying within 4c of Detroit, nature has so abundantlysupplied us
Clothiers,Eighth street.
as he is paying today 54c for red wheat, with.
which is within ic of the Detroit marWhen buying teas and coffees get the
A YEAR’S FAILURES.
ket.'’
genuine article. We have all kinds
from 20 cents to 42 cents for coffee and
Farmers in this section are almost
Decrras*of Fifty Fer Cent. Compared With from 25 cents to $1.00 for teas.
universally conversent with the fact
1S03.
handle those goods exclusively and can
that prices at Holland are always above
New York, Jan. 5.-R. G. Dun A Co’s give you satisfaction.A beautiful presGrand Rapids and other towns in west- weekly review of trade says: Failures ent with each purchase of 50c or more.
ern Michigan as is evidenced by the fact for 1894 are fully reportedthis week The Holland Tea Store.
that Holland has become the most pop- being 13,885 in the United States and
Hoom For Sal*.
l,85(i in the Dominion of Canada. Liaular wheat marketing town in this secA good house on East Thirteenth
bilities in the United States were $172,tion since the Walsh-De Roo Milling 992,0 and in Canada $17,616,215. Neistreet, for sale cheap. Enquire of
Co. inauguratedthe policy of paying ther the decrease of over half in this
Gerrit Ter Beek.
within three or four cents of Detroit country nor tho increase of over 40 per
cent in Canada is surprising, but the
prices at referredto by the Grand RapF. * A. M.
statement shows that most of the deRegular Communications
of Umtt Lodgi, No.
ids miller who is quoted above.
crease in the United States is in manuIV! . K. A A. M., Holland. Mich., wUl be held at
facturing liabilities, while the entire Masonic Hall, on the evening! of Wednesday,
A FlraMut SarprUe.
increase in Canada is in liability of Jan. 17, Feb. 14 March 21, April 18. May 16. June
The reception at the residenceof Mr. trading concerns.
13. July 11. August IS. Sept. 12. Oct. 10, >ov. 7j
Dec. 12; also on St.
“d
and Mrs. T. J. Boggs last week ThursDec.
GOTLEB LAEPPLF.,W. M.
DEBS
OOKB
TO
JAIL.
Ono
Baanua.
*day was a complete surprise to the

and your

Wm.

Madam.

sions.

It is that preciselyfor

which

in our establishment is laboring- cheerfully and persist-

a dinner or an

evening social; its success

satisfactionwould be in proportionto the graces and

bright intellects of the guests.

A.

50-fo

man

? Yours,

ently. Suppose you gave

C.

John Steader vs

B. Marmont; Bradford Velzy va Bert Velzy;
C. Muzzall vs Nunica Creamery
Association;Abigail Chittenden va
Anna E. Chittenden; Mary Malone va
Bell;

a woman’s approval.

What woman’s
every

!

The

success of your home depends

upon the attractionsyou bring into it.

Thus

_

in our

Teas and Cofeees you

will find guests

who have

on tap, at your bidding, the choicest efforts for your success in catering to your friends, either at dinner or any other time.

Pure and of excellent flavor.
Tickle a person’s palate and that person

The next order

for

Tea

is

your friend.

or Coffee you give, try us.

We

50-51

HOLLAND
New

TEA CO.-

City Hotel Block.

EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

John’!
27. 8*e'y.

teachers for

whom

it

was intended.The

KNIGHTS OF FYTHIAl.

He Begins Serving HI* Sentence Without

parlors were well filled with invited

Castle Lodge. No. 153. Regular conventions

Protest.

_

guests and an enjoyable time was spent.

Chicago, Jan. 8.— Debs and his assoalways welcome. WM. BRENNAN, C. C.
The exercisesconsisted of recitations, ciates who are under jail sentences for K. Si. GILLESPIE, K. of R. A
contempt
surrendered
to
United
States
songs, instrumental music, conundrums,
K. «. T. M.
Marshal Arnold today, and the jail
story telling, and a social time genercommitments were promptly made out.
ally. Refreshments were served and No proceedings in court looking towards
This Is the cheapest life Insuranceorder.
W. A; liOLUK , K. it.
all had a good time except Miss Cora a stay in sentence were begun. All the
Austin Habbington, Com.
Ullrey. She had the mumps bad defendants except Howard and Elliott
were present in the marshal’s office.
STAR OF BETHLEHEM CHAPTER,
and retired at an early hour. As the
NO. 40 O. E. S.
mumps have been having a run in our
LOSING HOLLANDERS.
1 Regular meetings will be held on the flret
Thursday evening of each month at Masonic
city, I consulted the muses and here is
A Kalamazoo Colony Will Go to Alalmma. Hall at 8 o’clock. L thurbER, W. M.
the result:
80Kalamazoo, Jan. 5. The Hollanders, MRS C. BENJAMIN.
The mumps arc quite a nulsauce,when taken at
of
whom
there
are
thousands
in
this
their bext,
They always keep a jawing, and never >;ive you city engaged in the cultivationof celery
PUBLIC AUCTION.
have caught the Southern emigration
rest;
On Thursday, January 17th, 1895, at
They twist your face In anguish, and penetrate fever, and many will go to settle in
Western Alabama A large party will 10 o’clock a. m., at the place of Henry
your gum,
And make you squirm and wiggle, and wish for leave next Tneaday
Kingdom come.

S.

7.

NOW'

Cutters Cutters
>

1

FOR A

GOOD TIME!

B.

Sec.

Get a pair of the celebrated

1

or perspiration,flannelwraps or tak
wan. >5, invest
ing pills,
than here.
You keep right on a-mumping,ever mumping,

In a chill

wbeve land

is

cheaper

—

mumping still;
Your stomach gets disgusted,and you really
want to know.
How to stop the mumps a jawing, aad give your

V.

B.

|

^eara old^

YJiTafv^’&e ?n

soon; 1 heifer, one year old;
I
fat hogs;

|
^2

iUUOB.

GOODHICH, PIIOBATK

tongue a show.

purchaser.

2

sows with

-^ena;

j J’ on broad

Barney

lOtens

&

Berry

tire, 1 t?W0-

I

In All

But when the mumps skedaddle, and your jaw ed and deed ordered to
hayrack,
harpoon cutting
again in trim,
Estate of Jacob Kesler, deceased;
outfit, 50 bushels corn, 109 bushels
You wonder how it came about, you felt so administrator’s final account presentedoatai jg bushels seed potatoes, milk
mighty slim,
and allowed and distributionof proper- utensils and other articles too nuraerAnd your tongue begias to rattle after such a ty
ous to mention.

Styles end at All Prices!

^

Ice Skates

ordered.

Estate of Nicholas Prins, Simion Credit will be given without interest
And your friends fully realize,you’ll never Prins and Albert Prins, minors; bond to October 1st, 1895, on all sums of $3
mump again.
filed and letters of guardianshipis is- and upwards, on good approved notes:
below $3 cash, the usual discount for
We are told that down at Washington, when Po sued to Albert J.
Estate of Henry Miller, deceased: ensh. CHRIS D. SCHILLEMAN, Auc.
toms's waters flow,
That Grover gets disgusted,and would really George M. Miller, Jr. appointed as ad
fearful strain,

Rooks.

like

Why

the

to

know,

mn.
will

keep a-

Estate of Nols Henry Knutsen, deceased; petition for the probate of will
And as you reach the capitol.where Congress filed;hearing of same February 5th.
meets, you know
Estate of William Winchester, deThat seat of modern Babel, of every place below, ceased; bond filed and letters issued to
Where statesmanship and virtue are going down Mrs. Jane Wilkinson.
the hill,
Estate of Cornelius H. Doesburg, inAnd Congrcasmeu have caught the mumps, and
sane and mentally incompetent; petikeep a-muiupiug still.
tion filed by brother for the appointThey mump about the tariff, and about the 11- ment of a guardian; citationsissued to
said Cornelius H. Doesburg and his|
nance hill,
righting over gold and silver, then about poor wife; hearing February 4th, JO a. m.

its

Original Cost.

A Ptionograpli

mighty trusts and cabals will be quick-

turn the rascals

their mumping, and will

out.

Vim.

Wood cheaper than ever— muat
Austin Harrington.

_
_

Will Botsford A Go’s 25 cent tea

winner.

Bell.

Oul

Carlton Cornwell, foreman of the Gazette, Middletown, N. J/, believesthat

Chamberlain’sCough Remedy should
bo in every home. He used it for a cold
and it effected a sjjeedy cure. He says:
“It is indeed a grand remedy, I can recto all. I have also seen it
used for whooping cough, with tho best
results.” 25 and 50 cent bottles for sale

freees,” these skates are

is

cleanliness.Price A

Which we

known

are going to sell at a price which will save buyers

Ten Dollars or more on Each Cutter.

WITH

Examine Cutters at any

U

—

place and then examine ours and get our

prices, and you will be

convinced that we speak the truth.

AND-

A Large Horn

Also a large line of Fine Top Buggies, Carriages and Road

FOR EXHIBITION
at very

Hardware,

AND
PARLOR ENTERTAINMENTS.

low

Wagons

prices.

Pumps, and that best of Washing Machines—

“THE HUMBUG.”

ommend it
is

a

Blood purifier.glvcs frf'shnwss and clearbeef tea, chicken broth, clam ness to the Complexion sod cures Conbroth, chocolate,coffee,and other hot stipation,25c, 50c, $1.00 Sold by all
fivmks at Pen.- ink’s Bakery.
druggist*. For sale at Van Bree &

Our motto

CUTTERS

&

Berry Skate.

Cor. Eighth and River Streets,

Our ineatH are all first quality. Give by Hebor Walsh, druggist.
For Particulars,call or address
us a trial, we guarantee satisfaction
KARL'S CLOVER ROOT, the great
Price & Co.

Try

Barney

and used.

Estate of Jacob Rouwhorst, mentally
incompetent; petition for the appoint- 1*'
meat of guardian filed by brother,
great and strong.
Shall take the place of millionaires,
and move Klaas Rouwhorst;citations issued;
hearing, January 2tth, 10 a. m.
the thing along,

But the time Is surely coming,when statesmen

the voters stop

a

q TTpo riripr TllbeS.
XlccUiUg X
,

refrain.

When

upon having

“In every land where water

Queen Lll,
Estate of Jan Bronkhorst, deceased;
And their Jaws and tongues will rattle under petitionfor the probate of will tiled by
such a mighty strain,
Driesje Bronkhorst;hearing, January
Just to keep the people quiet, with their eloquent 21st, 10 a. m.

ly put to rout,

join the merry crowd of

Insist

At Less than One-Half

old

the

of—

For Sale!

!

And

have received a large stock

BOYS AND GIRLS.

mistrator;bond fixed at $2,000.
Estate of Abel M. Nienhuis, deceased;
license granted to sell real estate.

corporationtrio,of Graham,Brice and

Who'vc hud the mump* so badly,
mumping still.

And

—We

Co

iaoa's,ZmImkI.

ET

Give us

a call.

HOLLAND.

DE FREE & ELENBAAS,

M. ROBINSON,
Saugatuck, Mich.
I

Skate Straps in

all $i*ci.

Zeeland* Michigan.

